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enough, in all conscience,’ replied the what social sphere we are drawn, and how
sister.
we suffer ourselves to be influenced by the
‘ So should I, Anna—to make me re false notions of real worth which prevail
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
spect her.’
in some circles that profess a degree of
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore.
‘ Why, William !’
gentility. I hold that every one, no mat
[EFThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi
‘ Why Anna I’
ter what may be his or her condition of
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the
‘ But seriously, William, you cannot be life, fails to act a true part if not engaged
amount charged for its insertion.
in earnest ?’
in doing something that is useful. Let
[LFAdvertisements, Letters, etc. relating- to the
‘ And, seriously, Anna, are you in ear me put it to your natural good sense,
business department of the paper may be directed to nest ?’
which do you think most deserving of
the publishers.
‘ Of course I am.’
praise, Caroline Murry, who spends her
HT All Communications, Letters, etc. connected with
“ Well, sister, I am afraid my old fash time in doing something useful to her
the editorial department may be addressed to James
ioned notions, for such I suppose you will whole family ; or your friends the Misses
K. Remich, as heretofore.
call them, and your new fangled notions, Eberly and FitzwiUiams, and those consti
for such I must call them, will not chime tuting their particular circle, who expect
MISCELLANY
well together. All that I, have heard services from others, but never think of
jou allege against Caroline Murry raises rendering any, and who carry their preju
GENTILITY.
instead of lowering her in my estimation. dices so far as to despise those who work.’
BY
T.
S.
ARTHUR.
So far as a gentle, and truly lady-ltk® de
Anna did not reply, and her brother
‘ Did’nt I see you walking up the street portment is concerned, I think her great said—61 am in earnest, sister, when I say
with a young lady yesterday^ William ?’ ly superior to the two friends you have that you cannot confer a greater favor up
said Anna Enfield to her brother, who named as pinks of gentility.’
on your brother, than to go with him to
who had but a few days before returned
Anna looked into the face of her broth see Caroline Murry. Cannot I induce you
from New York, after an absence of some er for some moments, her countenance to comply with my wishes V
months.
exhibiting a mingled expression of sur
‘ I will go,’ she replied to this appeal,
‘ Perhaps you did ; I was in company prise and disappointment.
and then hurried away evidently not a lit
with a young lady in the afternoon, replied
‘ But you are not going to walk with tle disturbed in her feelings.
the brother.
her in the street any more, I hope V she
In half an hour she was ready, and, tak
‘ Well, who was she ? I did not see at length said.
ing her brother’s arm, was soon on the
you until after you had passed the store I
‘ And why not, Anna ?’
way to Miss Ernestine Eberly’s residence.
was in, and then I could not see her face.’
‘ Because, as I said before, she is not The young lady received them with all
‘ It was Caroline Murry ; you know her gen—’
the graces and fashionable airs she could
I suppose ?’
‘ Genteel, you were going to say.
But assume, and entertained them with the
‘ Caroline Murry ’ Why brother ! what that allegation, you perceive Anna, has no idle gossip of the day, interspersed with
were you doing in her company ?’ and weight with me ; I do not consider it a an occasional spice of envious and ill-na
Anna’s face expressed unfeigned aston true one.’
tured remark. Knowing that her brother
ishment.
‘ Well we wont talk any more about it was a close discriminator, and that he
‘ Why, really, you surprise me sister ; just now, for it would be of no use,’ said was by no means pre-possessed in her
I hope there is no blemish on her charac the sister, changing her voice and man friend’s favor, Anna herself observed her
ter. But what is the matter? I feel ner ; ‘ and so I will change the subject. more narrowly, and as it were, with his
concerned to know.’
I want you to make a call or two with me eyes. It seemed to her that Miss Eberly
‘ There's nothing much the matter, this morning.’
never was so uninteresting, or so mal
brother ; but then Caroline Murry is not
‘ On whom ?’
apropos in what she said.
The call on
genteel. We don’t think of keeping her
‘On Miss Eberly and Miss FitzwiUiams.’ Zepherine FitzwiUiams came next in turn.
company.’
‘ It wouldn’t be right for me to do so, Scanning her also with other eyes than
‘ Indeed 1 and you don’t associate with would it ? You know I don’t consider her own, Anna was disappointed in her
her because she is not genteel. Well, them genteel,’ said the brother with af very dear friend.
She looked through
Anna, if I am any judge of gentility, Car fected gravity.
her and was pained to see that there was
oline Murry is about as genteel and lady
‘ Oh, nonsense, brother 1 why will you a hollowness and want of any thing like a
like as any girl I know ; always excepting, trifle so V
true strength or excellence of character
of course, my own dear sister.’
‘ But seriously, Anna, I do not consider about her. Particularly was she displeas
‘Why brother, how you talk I You that those young ladies, have any very ed at a gratuitous sneer thrown out at the
don’t certainly pretend to compare her strong claims to gentility ; and, like you, I expense of Caroline Murry.
with Ernestine Eberly and Zepherine have no wish to associate with those who
And now, with a reluctance that she
FitzwiUiams, whom you have seen here are not genteel.’
could not overcome, Anna turned with
several times ?’
‘If you talk in that way, William, I her brother towards the residence of the
‘ No, I do not,’ replied the brother, em shall get angry with you. I cannot hear young lady who had lost caste, because
phatically.
my most intimate friends spoken of so she had good sense and was industrious.
‘ Well, they are what I call genteel ; lightly ; and at the same time accused of
‘ I know my sister’s lady-like character
and Caroline Murry would not be tolera a want of gentility. You must remember will prompt her to right action, in our
ted in the society where they visit.’
that you are reflecting upon your sister’s next call,’ said the brother, looking into
‘ And why not sister ?’
associates.’
Anna’s face with an encouraged smile.
‘ Hav’nt I told you ? Because she is
‘ You must not, and I know you will
She did not reply, yet she felt somehow
not considered genteel ; that is the rea not get angry with me for speaking plain or other pleased with the remark.
A
son.’
ly, sister ; and you must do me the justice few minutes walk brought them to the
‘ But I don’t understand wrhat you con to believe, that in speaking as I do, I am door and they were presently ushered in
sider genteel, Anna. If I know what in earnest. And you must also remember to a neat parlor in which was the young
gentility is, as far as that is concerned, that in saying what you did of Caroline lady they were seeking. She sat near a
Caroline is in every way superior to Er Murry, you spoke of one with whom your window, and was sewing. She was plain
nestine Eberly or Zepherine FitzwiUiams. brother has associated, and with whom he ly dressed in comparison with the young
‘ Now, William, that is too bad I If is still willing to associate.’
ladies just called upon ; but in neatness,
any other man had said that to me, I
Anna looked very serious at this, nor and in all that constitutes the lady in air
would never have spoken to him again as could she frame in her own mind a reply and appearance, in every way their supe
long as I lived.’
that was satisfactory to her. At last she rior.
♦ But seriously, Anna, what do you said—‘ But seriously.
Brother William,
‘ I believe you know my sister/ said
mean by gentility ?’
won’t you call on those young ladies with Enfield, on presenting Anna.
‘ That’s a question more easily asked me?’
‘We have met a few times,’ she re
than answered, but you know as wrell as I
‘ Yes, on one condition.’
plied, with a pleasant, unembarrassed
do what is meant by gentility. Every
‘ Well, what is that ?’
smile,at the same time extending her hand.
body knows.’
‘ Why, on condition that you will after
Miss Enfield took the proffered hand,
‘ I know what I mean by it, Anna. But ward call with me, and see Caroline with less reluctance than she had imagin
it seems to me we don’t agree upon the Murry.’
ed she could a few hours before.
Some
subject; for I call Caroline Murry genteel
‘ I cannot do that, William,’ she replied, how or other, Caroline seemed to her to
and you don’t; so you see that different in a positive tone.
be very much changed for the better in
things may be called by the same name.
‘ And why not, Anna ?’
manner and appearance. And she could
‘ 1 have already told you ?’
Now what I wish to know, is what precise
not help, duringall the visit, drawing con
meaning you attach to the word ? or, why
‘ I cannot perceive the force of that trasts between her and the two very dear
reason, Anna. But if you will not go with friends she had just called upon ; and the
you do not think Caroline genteel ?’
‘ Why, in the first place, she don’t go me, I must decline going with you. The contrast was in no way favorable to the
into genteel company. People of the first society of Miss Murry cannot be more re latter. The conversation was on topics
rank won’t associate with her.’
pulsive to you, than is that of Misses Eb of ordinary interest, but did not once de
Here ensued a pause, and the brother erly and FitzwiUiams to me.’
generate into frivolity or censoriousness.
‘ You don’t know what you are talking Good sense manifested itself in almost
said—‘ Well why won’t they associate
with her, Anna ? I hope she has not been about, William.’
every sentence that Caroline uttered, and
guilty of improper or immoral conduct.’
‘ That is my impressiom about you. this was so apparent to Anna, that she
‘ Oh, no I nothing of that. I never But, come now, sister, let us both be ra could not help frequently noticing and in
heard the slightest reflection on her tional to each other.
I am willing to go voluntarily approving it. ‘ What a pity,’
character,’ replied the sister. ‘ But, then, with you, if you will go with me.’
Anna once or twice remarked to herself,
genteel young ladies don’t work in the
‘ Yes, but William, you don’t reflect ‘ that she will be so singular.’
kitchen, like hired servants, and she does. that in doing as you desire me, I will be
The call was but a brief one.
Anna
And, besides this, call on her when you in danger of losing my present position in parted with Caroline under a different im
may, and she is always doing something. society. Caroline Murry is not esteemed pression of her character than she had ev
Why I am told that she has even been genteel in the circle in which I move, and er before entertained.
After her return
seen at the chamber window fronting on if it should be known that I visit her, I with her brother, he asked her this abrupt
the public street, with her head tied up, will be considered on a level with her. I question.
sweeping and making beds 1 And Clarissa would do any thing, to oblige you, but,
‘ Which of the young ladies, Anna, of
Spriggler says that she saw her once, with indeed I would be risking too much here.’ the three we called upon this morning,
‘ You would only be breaking loose,’ would you prefer to call your sister ?’
the parlor windows open, sweeping and
dusting like a servant ’. Nobody is going replied the brother, ‘ from the slavery
Anna looked bewildered and surprised,
to associate, or be seen in the street with you are now in to false, notions of what is into the face of her brother, for a few mo
any one who hasn’t the spirit to be above truly genteel. If any one esteems you ments, and then said—‘ I don’t understand
the condition of a hireling.
And, beside less for being kind, attentive, and courte you, brother William.’
this, when she was invited to balls or ous to one against whom suspicion has
‘ Why, I thought I asked a very plain
parties, she never would stay later than never dared to breathe a word, and whose question. But I will make it plainer.—
ten or eleven o’clock, which everybody w'hole life is a bright example of the pure Which one of the three young ladies we
knows to be vulgar.
Somebody had to and high-toned principles that govern her, called upon this morning would you ad
go home with her, of course; and the that one is unworthy of your regard. vise me to marry ?’
choicest beau in the company was almost True gentility does not exist, my sister,
* Neither,’ replied Anna, promptly.
sure to have his good nature and his po merely in a studied and artificial elegance
‘ That is only jumping the question,’ he
liteness taxed for this purpose. Once I of behavior, but in inward purity and taste,, said smiling. ‘ But to corner you so that
heard her say, that she considered the and a true sense of what is right, all ex■ there can he no escape, I will confess that
theatre an unfit place for any young lady ; hibiting themselves in their natural exter I have made up my mind to marry one of
she offended the whole company, and has nal expression. The real lady judges of the three. Now tell me which you would
never been invited to a party among gen others from what they are, and neglects rather it would be.’
teel people since.’
none but the wilfully depraved. True,
‘ Caroline Murry,’ said Anna emphati
5 And is that all ?’ said William Enfield, there are destinctions in society, and there cally, while her cheeks burned and her
taking a long breath.
are lines of social demarkation, and all this eyes became slightly suffused.
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But we should be careful in

hoped for, though rather unexpected ad
mission, but stooping down, he kissed her
glowing cheek, and whispered in her ear—
‘ Then she shall be your sister, and I know
you will love one another.’
He said truly.
In a few months he
claimed Caroline Murry as his bride, and
her good sense and winning gentleness
of character, influenced Anna, and effec
tually counteracted the false notions which
were beginning to corrupt a good heart,
and to overshadow a sound judgment.
It was not long before she was fully sensi
ble of the real difference which there was
between the characters of her two friends,
and that of her brother’s wife ; and also
between true and false gentility. Although
C; rbline Murry had been proscijbed by a
certain circle in which false pride, instead
of principle, was the governing motive,
she had still been esteemed among those
who knew how to look beyond the surface.
As the wife of Enfield, she at once took a
position in circles where those who had
passed her by as unworthy, would have
sought in vain for an admission, and in
those circles she shone as a bright partic
ular star.

Antiquity of Auctions.
Most of
the usages of life, social, commercial, and
martial, may be traced to the remotest an
tiquity. Who would suppose that a sale
by auction, and the red flag which marks
the place of vendue, could, by the wildest
stretch of fancy, be assimulated with the
Roman General, wielding his baton or
truncheon, the symbol in all ages of mili
tary command. And yet they are the
same, as far as their functions, with regard
to sales are concerned. The system of
sale by Auction originated with the Ro
mans, who sold their spoils in war under a
spear fixed in front of the General’s tent.
The spear was decorated with a crimson
flag indicating the tent of the supreme
commander.
Perseverance«. The Chinese tell of
one of their countrymen who had been
making strenuous efforts to acquire litera
ry information, who, discouraged by diffi
culties, at length gave up his books in
despair. As he returned to manual em
ployment, he saw a woman rubbing a
crowbar on a stone ; on asking her the
reason, she replied, she was in want of a
needle, and thought she would rub down
the crowbar till she got it small enough.
Th j*patience of the aged female provoked
him to make another attempt, and he
succeeded in obtaining the rank of one of
the first three in the Empire.

Lord Chatham’s Opinion of Polite
Now as to politeness, many peo
ple have attempted definitions of it, but
I believe it is best to be known by de
scription. I would, however, venture to
call benevolence in trifles, or the preference
of others to ourselves in little daily, hour
ly occurrences in the commerce of life.
Bowing, ceremonious compliments, stiff
civilities, will never be politeness, which
must be easy, unstudied, manly, natural,
noble ; and what will give this, but a mind
benevolent, and habitually attentive to
exert that amiable disposition in trifles,
toward all you converse and live with ?
ness.

Effects of Dosing and Empiricism.
The New Orleans Crescent states that a
man in that city was so much afflicted
with stammering, that his physician ad
vised him to drink a tumbler full of
starch in order to make himself cLEAR-ly
understood. He’s so allfired stiff now,
that he can’t walk round a corner ; and
he’s obliged to take out his back bone be
fore he can take off his boots.

Beautiful Moral. In Longfellow’s
Hyperion, that casket of rare and spark
ling gems, we have the following beauti
ful moral deduced from the story of the
hero :—“ Look not mournfully into the
past ; it comes not back again. Wisely
improve the present ; it is thine. Go forth
to meet the shadowy future, without fear
and a manly heart.”

The swallow of Java builds its nest of a
kind of jelly, which it gathers from the sea
shore or the surface of the sea. These
nests are found in deep damp caves or
nooks in precipices, on thé rugged coast
of the Island of Java, and are highly priz
ed by the Chinese as an article of food.
Indeed these ‘ edible bird’s nests’ form a
considerable article of commerce. Some
years ago they were sold at Canton for
more than their weight in silver !

The smallest bird in America is the
humming bird, and of Europe the gold
crested wren.
The smallest quadruped
in the world is the pigmy mouse of Sibe
ria. The most diminutive plant is the
arctic raspberry, which is so small that a
six ounce phial will hold the whole—
branches, leaves and fruit.
Cost of Glory. Within a few years
past France has positively lost, in Africa,
fifty thousand fine soldiers—and far the
greater part by sickness and fatigue.

A faithful friend is he who will give one

William Enfield did not reply to the loaf when he has but two.
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for Gen. Hodsdon and his family, consisting
upon an average of ten persons, besides him
self, at the Aroostook, was a hut of one room
[From the Kennebec Journal.]
only, 18 by 20 feet square, with only five
The disregard tQ the public interests man panes of glass, 7 by 9,—without stove or fire
ifested by Gov. Fairfield and his Council in place for cooking, and nearly one third part
the settlement of the accounts of the civil of this hut was appropriated as a store house
posse, and more particularly' the payment of for the public property, carried there by the
the sums of 4, 5 and $10 per day to disburs Land Agent.
And every ration that was
ing agents, is a matter of considerable dis consumed by Gen. Hodsdon and his staff
quietude to the loco editors in this State, at there, was cooked in the open air, over a fir©
this time. It is not surprising that the char made near a stump from which was project
ges brought
against Gov.
Fairfield and his ed <Aa pole to iJCIiig
hang lliO
his camp fXdllCJ
kettle UTUI
overJ; HUI
nor
•I
•'
i °
e
Council m these particulars, should cause would he permit ai single day’s work io
to bo
some fluttering in the breasts of these gentle- done for the accommodation of himself and
men.
men. lheir endeavors to ________
free Gov._Fairfield staff, until suitable and comfortable quarters
from the merited censure and indignation of were furnished for every soldier of lhe detach
the people, will have no other effect but call ment. These%re
ing the attention of the public in a still great of every officmgBmd soldier there at that post.
er degree* to the manner in which Gov. F.
At lhe sameYimqf Mr. Jarvis and McIntire
and his agents performed their official duties. were well quartered in a good dwelling house,
These editors have not, nor do they dare to within one hundred rods of ibe encampment,
call into question the truth of the accusations enjoying ah the benefits of good rations and
against Gov. Fairfield, but to lessen as much comfortable quarters furnished by the State,
as possible the force of the objections, they together with the other articles which they
bring forward and compare the amounts paid had captured in lheir descent on Beasley’s
to the militia officers when called into the hogs and Fitzherberl’s pigs, and taken from
service of the Slate, with those allowed ami the poor inhabitants of that place.
paid by the directions of the Governor and
As these loco editors appear to be very sen
Council. The account of General Hodsdon sitive on the subject of allowances made to
is particularly singled out as the one upon the officers of that expedition, and particular
which to predicate their comparisons, an d he ly to Gen. Hodsdon, all of whom were act
is charged with receiving an “ enormous pay ing under lhe compulsory process of law.
General.
” It 'j Let us lunv
.for a winter’s service as Major
J
---------- « j
o HEUIQ
take 14a ¡v
few
items SiVFLiA
from HIV
the VtKUgVO
charges Ui
of
i not denied1 (hat
■’
is
General Hodsdon charged 'j another individual, who though acting under
nn/l rpnniVAJ
Gill
nnnnnn» z-xl* » L ~
zl 1 *.» _
»
. n A 1*
I
and received the full amount of the pay and the commission of Adjutant General, assum
emoluments of a Major General, while in ed half a dozen different generalships during
active service, and which he was entitled to the Aroostook struggle, and who charged and
receive, by authority of law. Had he con received (a portion of it from himself in his
sented to have taken less, it would have been official capacity) nearly $4000 for personal
a gift to the State of as much money, as services within fifteen months.
would have been necessary to make up the
The individual alluded to is the late Adju
full amount of his pay. All the officers of tant General, A. B. Thompson, a particular
the militia who were called into the service friend of Governor Fairfield and of these ed
of the Slate, charged and received the full itors; and as he was permitted to hold the
amount ol the pay and compensation to office of Adjutant General for the space of
which they were entitled, by the laws of the six months after Gov. Kent was inaugurated,
United States, according to their rank and in 1838, and was afterwards re-appointed by
grade ; and the same principles which govern Gov. Fairfield, and removed by Gov. Kent, it
ed the settlement of the accounts of Gen. is presumed he is the person who is particular
Hodsdon, were applied to the settlement of ly referred to as the individual who was insult
the accounts of Gen. Bachelder, and from ingly excluded from office, to make room for
him down to the officer lowest in rank in the Gen. Hodsdon, “ who is now one of lhe pets
service of the State. If’the compensation of of Gov. Kent’s administration.” The other
the officers was more than it should have gentleman who was appointed by Gov. Kent
been, it was not the fault of the officers, but in 1838, and held the office of Adjutant Gen
the defect of the law, which specially marked eral for a few months, is a high minded hon
out and designated what compensation each orable man, and has always been a consistent
grade of officers should receive. Why the whig. And as he was not in office at the
case of Gen. Hodsdon should be instanced commencement of Gov. Kent’s last term, th©
as a set off to the'extravagant charges of Jar remarks of these editors cannot refer to him,
vis and Strickland, is not exactly understood. but they must apply to Gen. Thompson ; and
There certainly can be no just comparison in they cannot complain if after having brought
stituted between their cases. Gen.
------- Hodsdon this individual forward, who has held the ofvvas called into the service ot the State by ! flee of Adjutant General for about six years,
Goy. Fairfield ; he was not at liberty to ex-(and placed him in contradistinction to Gen.
ercise his own discretion whether he would j Hodsdon, if his claims to th© public regard
»i.a „„n
. i..........
. ------------it .----- , aretot|lol.OUg|j|y canvassed.
obey ibe
call or
not, but
was compelled
o4>ey the order of Gov. Fairfield at his peril ;
The following is a copy of the bill of the
and it has never been made to appear he did first in a series.
not obey all the orders and instructions given
No. I.
him by the Commander-in-Chief, and prompt
State of Maine—To A. B. Thompson, Act
ly and faithfully discharged his whole duty;
ing Quarter Master General.
and he was consequently entitled to all the 1839. For Fuel and Quarters furnished self
pay and emoluments established by the law
from January 24, to December 31, 1839
of the land for an officer of his rank. In the
inclusive, being 342 days at 6s. $342 00
case of Jarvis and others they were volunta
I certify on honor that the above account
rily in the service of the State, and the laws is just and true, and that I have not been fur
of the land did not affix their compensation or nished with fuel and quarters in kind, or
determine the length or character of their ser- drawn pay in lieu thereof, for this period
vices—they might have left it at any moment j therein
• * charged,
~ ’.
A. B. THOMPSON.
and not rendered themselves amenable to law
B
Received of A. B. Thompson, Acting Quar
for so doing ; but with Gen. Hodsdon and
the other officers and soldiers in the service ter Master General, at Augusta, this twenty
of the Stale, the case was very different. fourth day of March, 1840, three hundred and
They could not have disobeyed an order or forty-two dollars, in full for the above ac
left the service of the State without being count.
(Signed duplicate.}
$342 00.
made answerable to martial laiv, for such dis
A. B. THOMPSON.
obedience or such desertion. These being
No. 2. (Copy.)
the facts, there can be no parallel drawn be
tween lheir cases. The officers drafted into Dr. State of Maine. To A. B. Thompson,
Acting Quarter Master General, etc.
For
the service of the State, in the Aroostook war,
pay and subsistence in the Quarter Master,
were deemed to be in the service of the
Commissary and Pay Departments, from
United States, and received the pay of officers
24th January, 1839, to December 31, 1839,
of like grade, in such service. Gen. Hodsdon
eleven months and eight days at $104 per
received the pay of an officer of his grade, as
month,
1,171 73
did others of their grade. If he and others re
ceived more than they were entitled to, will Subsistence 342 days, 12 rations
per day, 4104 rations at 20 cts.
these editors please to recollect they received
each,
820 80
it from Gov. Fairfield or some one acting un
der his directions.
If there is any thing un
$1,992 53
just in the matter, it is Gov. Fairfield, and not
the officers, who are censurable.
“ Received of A. B. Thompson, Acting
It is stated that these officers did not re Paymaster General, the sum of nineteen hun
ceive their pay by “ virtue of the fixed pay of dred and ninety-two dollars and fifty-three
their office, but by charging and certifying cents, in full for lhe above account of pay and
for lhe pay and rations of servants, and for subsistence as therein charged.
the forage of horses, which servants and
Signed Duplicate receipts,
A. B. THOMPSON.”
horses were not used—and by charging and
certifying for quarters when quartered in
Witness : Samuel L. Harris.
public buildings.” If, as is intimated by these
No. 3. (Copy.)
editors, this was contrary to law, where 1840. State of Maine, to A. B. Thompson,
should the blame and responsibility be pla
Dr. To services in the Quarter Master,
ced ? Most certainly on Gov. Fairfield, as
Commissary and Pay Departments, from
the payment was made to them by an indi
January 1 to March 31,1840, in auditing,
vidual acting under his directions, and one
settling and paying th© accounts, including
who is at least as ‘ fresh and gorged from the
the accounts to be presented to the Gener
plunder of the Treasury’ as any one connect
al Government.
ed with this Aroostook expedition. As Gen.
Three months at $104,
312 00
Hodsdóñ seems specially aimed at in these
Rations 91 days at $240,
218 40
attacks on Gov. Fairfield, tor they cannot be
Fuel and quarters 91 days at $1, 91 00
looked upon in any other light but indirect
attacks on him—for if there was any injustice
$621 40
in the settlement of these accounts of the
I hereby certify upon honor that the above
militia, it was done by individuals acting un
account is just and correct, and that I have
der his directions. Let me ask these editors
to point out a single instance in which these served for lhe period therein charged.
A. B. THOMPSON.
allowances have not been made to officers of
“ Augusta, March 31, 1840. Received of
his rank, under similar circumstances; and
let me ask them also to point out a single in A. B. Thompson, Acting Quarter Master
stance in which officers of a like rank with General, six hunched and twenty-one dollars
Gen, Batchelder and Col. Ripley have not re and forty cents, in full for the above account.
$621 40.
Signed Duplicate.
ceived similar allowances. Was it any more
A. B. THOMPSON.”
a crime for Gen. Hodsdon to receive these al
It will be perceived by the foregoing re
lowances made by law for him, than for the
other officers to receive the allowances made ceipts, Gen. Thompson acknowledges to have
received of the State the following sums, viz :
by law for them, according to their grade ?
The commutation for fuel and quarters for For fuel and quarters, 433 kdays
433 00
at $1,
an officer of the rank of Major General, is
$1.50 cts. per day, in casé they are not sup For 14 months and 8 days pay, at
1,483 70
$104 per month,
plied in kind. The whole amount paid Gen.
Hodsdon for fuel and quarters was $96—of For subsistence for 433 days, at
1,039 20
$2 40,
this amount $45 was paid by him for fifteen
days quarters, when none of any kind was Add to this his salary as Adjutant
General for same time, at $700
furnished by the State.
83195
The only quarters furnished by the State 1 per annum,

mi

[From the Portland Advertiser.]
and the other were subject to all the hard
ing to the State, and without consultaiion
paying all the creditors of the governs, KENN
CONGRESS.
with the Government as to the amount’ and TO THE HON. J . FAIRFIELD. ships, fatigue and privations of a winter mili
but he could not vote to put money intT !'
tary campaign, and soldiers’ pay. And 1 ask
"sÁíí
time for which he should charge, makes out
Monday, Aug. 23. In the Senate, the Land hands of that black-hearted abolitionist m
NUMBER IV.
you if in point of fact the commander of th J Bill, after a long and full discussion, was to Granger.
’
his bill against the State, pays it in his official
132 00
Sir—The Resolve of January 24th, 1839, military forces did not quarrel during the day, ordered to be read a third time, and the
capacity, and then signs it as a private indi
Mr. Charles Brown had no confident ■
vidual. It was certainly a most curious and contained an appropriation of $10,000 to greater part of the time they were out in that amendments to be engrossed, yeas 28, nays the head of the Post Office Department J!
Showing a total amount received
rumor said he was about to be dismisli
unprecedented method of settling an account, meet and sustain the expenses of the civil expedition ? Did you not receive repeated 22, as follows:
by Abner B. Thompson for 14
months and 8 days of service,
$3,919 85 and making void*the old maxim that it takes posse. No other appropriation was ever made complaints from Charles Jarvis, as provision
Yeas—Messrs. Archer, Barrow, Bates, Bay which he hoped was true. Without ref ’
The Legislature very al Land Agent, against the militia and their ard, Berrien, Choate, Clay of Ky., Clayton, Dix ence to his party, he (Mr. B.) intended u flpWA
These bills, amounting in the aggregate to two to make a bargain. Those editors who for this purpose.
’
the sum of $3919 85, wdl bear the scalpel, have been grumbling at the amount of pay wisely deemed this sum ample for the pur commander? Wretched and ill-advised as on, Evans, Graham, Henderson, Huntington, give a cordial support to John Tvler.
fof
Mr. James made some remarks in defon.
and these Loco editors must not complain, if■ received by Gen. Hodsdon, are also remind poses in view, and when it was ascertained were your measures, and for these you are Kerr, Mangum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead,
nce
a dose of the physic which they attempted to ed that their Gen. Thompson was not acting that the civil process of the State was resisted wholly responsible, the manner in which Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Rives, Simmons, Smith of the Post Master General.
under a commission, with the exception of and that the Land Agent’s force, which in the they were conducted and carried out were of Ind., Southard, Tallmadge, White, Wood
Mr. Cushing advocated the bill as a me!)
give to others is administered to them.
JOSE’
bridge—28.
ure of justice to the contractors; and thS*
1st. It is alleged that Gen. Hodsdon charg his commission of Adjutant General, and that first instance consisted of 200, were not able no less objectionable and will next claim at
N
ays
—
Messrs.
Allen,
Benton,
Buchanan,
Cal

to
sustain
Sheriff
Strickland,
in
the
service
of
his
claims
for
allowance
was
a
proper
subject
tention.
V
eritas
.
FOJ
ed for quarters when quartered at the public
houn, Clay of Ala.,Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn, went on to speak of the political bearinn „p
expense. The whole amount charged by of adjustment between him and the Governor the precepts against the trespassers with
JOB#
McRoberts, Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, Preston, the question. He earnestly remonstrated »
him was ninety-six dollars, forty-five dollars and Council, and that the law gave him no which he was charged, the Legislature deem RELIEFOFTHE STATEPOSSE. Sevier, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Williams, gainst the course taken by the whi* Da2
Now, on the very threshold of their nL;
FOf
of which he paid at Houlton, twenty dollars authority to call for a certain fixed rate of com ed that an exigency had arisen which deman
The first step taken under the present ad Woodbury, Wright, Young—22.
at Bangor, leaving thirty-one dollars which pensation, as was the case of Gen. Hodsdon ded the employment of a military force instead ministration of Gov. Kent was to diminish
The amendment offered by Mr. Berrien possessing a large majority, they were abo t
PAVI
he received of the Stale for the use of the and other officers called into the service of of a civil force, which the Land Agent was the number of the State Posse stationed at was adopted, with a modification proposed to dissolve and disperse, and disappoint a|
hut at the Aroostook. Gen. Thompson char the State. There is this difference in the authorized to employ by the Resolve of Jan Fish River and Fort Fairfield on the Aroos by Mr. Allen which is given in brackets as the expectations of the country. And whvi fPOL
Although that Resolve was not
Not because they had failed in any of the ¿h
ges for four hundred and thirty-three days cases, the one received the proper and legal uary 24tb.
took, so as to reduce the expense without im follows:
i The W1
quarters and fuel. These quarters, if any pay of officers of a like grade in the service rescinded, the powers and duties of the Land pairing its efficiency. The next was to ap
[“That if at any time, during the exist jects which brought them into power
where, were at the State House, at the Adju of the United States, the other transferred Agent as prescribed by that Resolve, were ply to the National Administration to relieve ence of the act of 2d March,1833,entitled “an because they had failed in the details of’on) nleet at the
tant and Acting Quarter Master General’s from his official pocket to his individual never extended and enlarged ; but on the the State from the burden and expense en act to modify the act of 14th of Feb, 1832, one of their measures. All the other mea? ou Satura a
office, at which place he was furnished with pocket, a sum which in his judgment was contrary, the Legislature, by the Resolve of tirely ; and in consequence of Gov. Kent’s and all the acts imposing duties on imports,” ures had been carried triumphantly, and with p, M-10 se
a sense of irresistible strength. To what ¿Represe
fuel, lights and quarters, excepting his sleep thought sufficient to amply remunerate him Feb. 20th, 1839, devolved the duty upon the
representation and request, we have the sat and beyond the rate of duty fixed by this measures were the party pledged?
ibe transac
for
his
time
and
responsibility.
Executive
of
stationing
a
military
force
“
al
ing chamber, at the expense of the State. He
act, to wit 20 per centum on the value of such
The malignity of the attacks made on Gen. the Aroostook, west of the boundary line as isfaction of being able to state that orders imports [or any of them] then the distribu they pledged to the establishment of a 1W fliay cornel
received the sum of four hundred and thirtyhave been issued from the Department,
Per
in a particular form ? No. It is true that'
three dollars for fuel and quarters when quar Hodsdon by these Loco editors, evince a des established by rhe treaty of 1783 ; and on the
through Brigadier General Eustis, to detach tion provided in this act shall be suspended
Kennebu
the whig party were expected to settle
tered at the public expense.
Gen. Hodsdon peration well suited to men who feel they River St.John, if found practicable”; and ap
and
shall
so
continue
until
the
cause
of
its
two companies of United States troops to oc
received thirty-one dollars and fifty cents, for are engaged in a fruitless cause. Their ran propriated eight hundred thousand dollars
shall be removed, and, when re the currency ; but it is not true they were re
cupy those stations. The Bangor Whig thus suspension
ON
-------he furnished his owyn qimrters during the dom shots fired indiscriminately at friends as “ for the purpose of enabling the Executive to
moved,,..if ....
not ................
prevented by ....
the provisions of , T’H-ed to settle it in any particular mode'
announces
the
gratifying
intelligence.
—
Port

In one w
whole time he was in the^hice of the State, well as foes, and wounding only their friends, carry out the purposes of the foregoing Re
this
act,
such
distribution
shall
he
renewed.
”
]
■
"
e
“
enie
“
l
“
at
“
)e
whig
party
were
limited
t'
'
.....................................
_
:
‘
i
excepting the twenty-one Ways he was quar should excite our pity rather than our con solve, and the Resolve passed Jan. 24th, 1839.” land Advertiser.
The Senate snent
rimp. in F.YPontivo
measure- It cannot be contradicted . (ion of
spent a short rime
Executive ,j 10
When the Legislature were informed that
GOOD NEWS.
tered at the Aroostook, in*he log hut, before tempt.
Session, and it is said, that the nomination of that we are placed in a critical situation. The ' ffill not th
As it regards the expenditures of the pub the Land Agent bad failed to arrest, break
mentioned, and this was so dark that it was
It is with the most unfeigned pleasure that Judge Breckenbridge was confirmed as Com practical question is, whether we shall' stand
necessary to have a light to see to write in lic money in the Aroostook expedition under up and disperse the trespassers on the dis we announce to our readers the gratifying in missioner under the Convention with Mexico, on the platform of Catholic forbearance or Keek to the
the day time. But Gen. Thompson’s quarters the direction of Gov. Fairfield by Gen. puted territory, and that his party were resist telligence that the watchful and assiduous la vice Judge Rowan resigned. Mr. Hoffman whether we shall take up one of the extrt^ advanceme
was a completely finished room, carpeted, in Thompson, it has not been scarcely alluded ed in the execution of their duty, they by bors of our worthy chief magistrate, Edward ofMd. was appointed to this office, but de opinions on which we combined. By a just have labor
the southwest corner of the State House, with to by whig writers, nor would it have been their Resolve of Feb. 20tb, changed the char Kent, have been crowned with success so far clined accepting it.
forbearance towards the President, and by which nee
mutual concessions to the opinions of each and activity
every possible accommodation, furnished at the at this time, if attempts had not been made acter of the expedition from the employment as to relieve Maine from the heavy burthen
In
the
House,
the
Fiscal
Corporation
Bill
«■by false and deceptive statements to lead the of a civil, to a military force, and transferred of sustaining the civil posse at the Aroostook
expense of the State.
other, we may still act in harmony; and by
was
taken
up
in
Committee
of
the
Whole,
2d. Gen. Hodsdon received the pay of a people to incorrect conclusions. It may be the duty from the Land Agent to the Execu and Fish rivers. Information has been re and Mr. Marshall of Kentucky spoke in its doing this, we shall be able to carry out the i deiicy ? '
necessary,
hereafter,
to
show
to
the
people
tive.
—
xind
the
appropriation
of
$800,000
The Peo,
Major General, during the time he was in the
ceived this morning that two companies of support. Mr. M. drew a ver}' crowded House. great reform which the people expect at our
actual service of the Slate, which was short the fraud, favoritism and peculation which was made to enable the Executive, by the United States troops have been ordered to Half of the Senate was present, and the gal hands.
by a chan
of three months. Gen. Thompson charged has been practiced in the Quarter Master employment of military force, to protect the relieve the posse. One of them to be sta leries were full.
themselves
His speech was very con
and received from himself, (and the attention General’s Department. It may be neces public lands and carry out the purposes of tioned at Aroostook and the other at Fish ciliatory as regards Mr. Tyler.
Thursday, Aug. 26. In the Senate, tlie
such a poli
of the public is particularly called to the man sary TO INFORM THE PEOPLE OF THE MAN the Resolve of Jan. 24th, 1839. Could lan river.
Land
Bdl
was
again
considered
on
its
final
Mr. Gilmer followed, and replied in part to
. administrât
ner in which Gen. Thompson dealt with him NER IN WHICH THE TWO HUNDRED THIRTY- guage have been more explicit in prescribing
This is an important movement, it being Mr. Marshall. His speech was a decorous passage.
SIX
THOUSAND
ONE
HUNDRED
EIGHTY-FOUR
your
duty
?
You
were
required
to
carry
in

self in his two different capacities, his indi
Mr. Cuthbert made an able and earnest mote the p
the first time that any United States force has argument on the question of power grantedI
vidua I and official capacity.) the pay and DOLLARS HAVE BEEN EXPENDED, tO give 801116 to effect the Resolve of Jan. 24th, by the em entered upon what the British call the Dis
tained then
to Congress to charter such a corporation. speech against the measure.
emoluments of a Brigadier General in actual glaring specimens of favoritism and pecula ployment of a military force ; and it was not puted Territory. Maine will still main
•
Mr. Rives spoke briefly, and remarked that ate seeking
He
regarded
the
several
bills
which
had
been
service fur fourteen months and eight days, tion. These loco editors are advised to keep till the exigency had ceased which required tain her civil jurisdiction as heretofore, and
proposed, whether under the name of “ Fis if he had no other reason to support the bill yidy-whi
commencing from January 24, 1839, and still and chew the bitter cud of discontent the employment of a military force, that you will continue a few men to look after tres
cal
Bank,” or “Fiscal Corporation,” as sub it was sufficient to him that it was the only
running to April 1, 1840. Can these editors which has been given them, lest a greater were authorized to leave the military posts passers, etc. But we shall be relieved from
alternative to cession.
but indivit
stantially
the same.
accuse Geu. Hodsdon of receiving pay for evil come upon them. If they wish to see on the Aroostook and St. John rivers in the expense of maintaining the posse at these
Mr. Benton made a long and insolent men fitting
The
vote
on
the
passage
of
the
bdl
was
as
more
evidence
of
the
public
money
having
charge
of
the
Land
Agent
and
his
posse.
By
any more time than he was actually in the
’ speech against the bill, charging it as a fraud
posts. The United States Government has follows—yeas 125, nays 94.
service of the State, and do not these bills of been squandered in this timber saving expe what authority and upon what grounds then complied with the request of Gov. Kent who
upon the new States.
He said the whigs honest vote
Mr.
Sergeant
then
moved
to
amend
the
dition,
they
can
be
furnished
to
their
heart
’
s
did you apply monies specifically appropriat labored with diligence aud perseverance to
Gen. Thompson show that he charged the
threatened
President
Tyler
with expulsion— uproar and
State from the 24th of January, 1839, twenty- content. If they desire additional proof of ed to one expenditure to another and entirely effect this important object, and the people title of the bill, so as to read as follows :
but he could tell him, that if he would not ' against the
“
An
act
for
the
better
collecting,
sate
keep

three days before the order was issued by Gov. unrestrained extravagance in every depart different ? You had an unquestionable right have the satisfaction of knowing that the
’ sign this bill, he would be sustained by the dictates of
Fairfield, calling the first detachment into the ment of the Government during the two to draw your warrants for ten thousand dol United States have now assumed the post of ing, transfer, and disbursement of the Public glorious democracy, which was worth all the
Revenues
by
means
of
a
Corporation
styled
We trusl
service of the State ?
The first order was years John Fairfield was at the head of the lars, for the expenses incurred by the Land responsibility, saving at the same time all the
, rest—this would support him scrupulously
State will ]
dated February 16, 1839, and was signed by public affairs, it can be given them, not in Agent in the employment of the civil posse, jurisdictional rights of Maine. The move the ‘ Fiscal Corporation of the United States.’ throughout his term.
Gov. Fairfield himself, yet Gen. Thompson bold, reckless assertions and unfounded as for that sum and no more was appropriated ment is judicious, and honorable to all par The title was agreed to.
The bill was finally passed—28 to 23ev on Monday
charges pay from the 24th of January. If he sumptions, but in plain facts, substantiated by for that specific object, and at that point the ties, and is a decided advance in the cause.
ery whig Senator, (except Mr. Preston) voting re-elect th
T
uesday
,
Aug.
24.
The
Senate
to-day
re

the
best
of
evidence
taken
from
sources
which
expenditures for that service should have
had a legal right to charge time from the date
ceived from the House the “ Fiscal Corpora
Irate, and i
of the first order, most certainly there can be they will neither dare, nor be disposed to ceased, for to that point only were they au
WARN THE PEOPLE
In the. House, the Post Office Bill was again majorities '
tion Bill,” and it was read twice. Mr. Tappan(
thorized and provided for by appropriations
no pretence for his going back and charging deny.
That the State election takes place on moved to postpone it indefinitely. As there was. taken up. Mr. Botts remarked that he would
by the Legislature. The subsequent appro
for twenty-three days more than he was in
Monday( September 13, and that no time not a full attendance, if the motion had been be ready to meet Mr. Cushing in argument their own |
actual service. Again, was it necessary for KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE. priation was for the employment of a milita
immediately put, it might have prevailed. But when the second Veto became a subject of they will,
Gen. Thompson to have been engaged in the
KEEP IT BEFORE THEPEOPLE,
____ _____ , ry force, by the Executive, to carry into effect should be lost in preparing for the battle.
Mr. Berrien made some remarks on the im discussion on this floor. He would then the whigs i
KEEP
IT
IN
MIND!
settlement of these Aroostook accounts for that John Fairfield in his confidential Mes the specific object, which the employment of
That by loco foco mismanagement, the propriety of leaving the Treasury unregulat maintain the doctrines of his famous letter, a on that day
fourteen months and eijjht days, with all the sage to the Legislature of January 23, 1839, the civil posse under the Land Agent had
letter, however, to which he had not given
assistants which he called around him at the stated that the number of men necessary to most signally failed to accomplish. Were people of this State, have been saddled with ed by law, and, in the meantime, several
, publicity, but which, as it was published, he Let the ba'
expense of the State? It would seem from break up the camps of the trespassers on the you in such hot haste that you could not stop I a heavy public Debt, and that they have had Whig Senators came in, and the motion to would abide by.
-ÏÏVE, VÏGII
the amount paid for clerks in his office that Aroostook, etc. suggested by the Land Agent to examine the extent of your authority and to be TAXED for the last two years, to raise postpone was rejected. The bill was then
Mr. Botts said, that when the second Veto ! every goot
the business might have been brought to a was FIFTY ; and after this declaration, he powers? Or did you suppose it could make money to carry on the government and to referred to a committee appointed by the
should come, he would undertake to show sentiment,
close in less than fourteen months.
The dispatched the Land Agent with “200 chosen no difference to the State how the eight hun pay the interest on the debt!—and that it is Chair, consisting of Messrs. Berrien, Evans,
that if the gentleman himself (Mr. Cushing)
Archer,
Morehead
and
Huntington,
a
com

dred thousand dollars were expended, provid chargeable to loco foco MISMANAGE
sum of $2.280 18 was paid by Gen. Thomp men and a six pounder."
had not changed his opinions, he at least was Veto, imbi
mittee as potent as could well be selected.
son, out of the funds of the State in his pos
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, ed you got rid of it in that glorious service ? To MENT and EXTRAVAGANCE ! ! !
The Land Distribution Bill was read a not supporting those principles which he great and
AND REMEMBER!
session, for extra clerk hire in the office dur that the expenses of driving off the trespas the ardor of hot-headed zeal something may
That the first steps of the present adminis third time, and the question being taken on (Mr, Botts) understood the gentleman to have and cheere
ing this time, and can any one believe with all sers were incurred for the protection of the be excused, but of the Chief Magistrate of the
supported, il he supported the principles of faithfully f
this assistance it was necessary for him to have joint property of Maine and Massachusetts ; State, calm deliberation, common prudence tration of Gov. KENT, was to reduce the ex its passage, Mr. Calhoun spoke in opposition
charged the State with fourteen months and and that John Fairfield never called upon and sagacity are expected and required. You penses of the government, the civil Posse, to the Bill at length, and with much earnest the Veto message. He would undertake to self and hi
show that “ Tyler too" on which the gentle
eight days service.
Massachusetts to aid in the business, and to were amenable to the law in the discharge of etc., and to apply for the rightful aid of Mas ness.
man had yesterday laid so much emphasis,
“COME
Mr.
Archer
followed,
and
defended
the
bill
sachusetts
and
of
the
National
Government,
your
Executive
duties,
as
well
as
the
hum

3d. Subsistence. Gen. Hodsdon while in pay her proportion of the expenses.
was not one of those principles. He found OUR DU
actual command of sixteen hundred troops,
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, blest of your constituents, and the perversion to relieve the State entirely, so far as the dis as a measure of relief to the States, but did
not conclude when the Senate went into Ex no such appendix to “ Cushing’s Life of Har AND NO
charges and receives the rations, or the com- that John Fairfield, after having stated in his of funds from the specific object for which puted territory is concerned ; and
rison.”
ecutive business.
mutation pay for rations, of an officer of his i message the number of men as recommend they were appropriated, to another object
(TZ’DON’T FORGET!^
Mr. Watterson of Tennessee, vindicated DUTY, ’
In the House, the Bill appropriating the
grade, which the law gave him a right to re- ed by the Land Agent, to be fifty, to protect which you might deem of equal importance,
That in answer to these strenuous efforts
John Tyler’s course, and declared that he COUNTR
sum
of
$497,000
to
pay
the
debts
of
the
Post
ceive.
Gen. Thompson, a bureau officer, our territory,
sent, aoaiciitu
as stated UUUVU,
above, two
hun- was a gross and palpable breach of duty.
lumiuij, doihj
LWU IJUIJ*
the aid of Massachusetts has been secured,
But were you really so entirely ignorant of and the national administration has AL Office Department, was taken up in Commit was always a favorite with the democra US DO
• charges for rations for four hundred and thir- died chosen men and a six pounder; and
cy of Tennessee—he said he voted for him
the
effect
of
your
measures,
as
to
suppose
it
ly-three days at two dollars and forty cents then reinforced their number by increasing
FOR TH
READY given orders—and for the FIRST tee of the Whole, and discussed at length. It
could make no difference to the State,whether TIME, to detach two companies of U. S. was not denied by any one, that the Depart in 1836 for the Vice Presidency, and he was
per day, when it is well known that bis board the posse to seven hundred and fifty.
ready
to
support
him
for
the
next
President,
did not cost him over seven dollars per week,
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, the moneys appropriated for the employment troops to the disputed territory FORTH ment was in debt to the amount named.
WH1
if his party should take him up.
making a saving to him of eight dollars and that John Fairfield maintained a civil posse of a military force, under the Executive, to re WITH ; now therefore,
The Wl
The
bill
was
finally
passed
—
127
to
48.
Wednesday, Aug. 25. In the Senate, the
eighty cents per week on his board, for it upon the disputed territory at the high wages pel an actual and threatened invasion of the
(T^BEAR IT IN MIND.’^/J)
vention on
cannot be pretended that he consumed twelve of from one dollar to ten dollars per day, af- territory of the State, were expended in pur
That this State is, bv these measures, re Land Bill was taken up on its passage. Mr.
Friday, Aug. 27. In the Senate, the reve didates for
ratidhs per day ; and he also saved seven dol- ter the Legislature had passed an appropria suance of the appropriation, or were expend lieved of a HEAVY ’EXPENSE ANNU Archer resumed his remarks in its favor. He
tes per week additional for fuel and quarters, tion of $800,000 to sustain a “ sufficient mili- ed in the employment of a civil posse under ALLY, and an important step is attained to insisted that the bill was necessary and prop nue bill was taken up, and the only im Senatorsmakitig in all fifteen dollars and eighty cents fary force" on the territory.
the Land Agent ? The Legislature seemed wards the final adjustment of the NORTH er as a relief to the States ;—this he held to portant amendment made by the committee Solomon /
per week which he saved in these two items.
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, to have more wisdom, and prescribed the EASTERN BOUNDARY! For ONCE, be an argument of high obligation, as it would on finance in the Senate, considered—viz.to
impose a duty of twenty per cent, on gold, rey;—For
Admitting he bad an undoubted right to re-{that if John Fairfield had dispensed with the course which you should have adopted and
and for the FIRST TIME, the troops of avert their certain difficulty and their proba silver and other watches, and parts of watch -For Co
ceive these rations which he never used, and. aid of the civil posse and relied upon the mil- carried out. Had you done so, the whole of, the United States, are to plant our
ble dishonor.
these quarters which were furnished at the pub-1 itary to protect our soil, the whole expense the expenditure for the Aroostook war would
After some further debate on this subject, es, gold and silver lace embroidery, laces of The Advei
NATIONAL STANDARD,
lie expense, let me ask these sapient editors would
. ..... u —
t-------------1............
-- «
------ , Gov have been placed on the same footing, and
have
been paid
by the
General
the
Senate adjourned without taking the silk, thread or cotton, and all articles com gates, thou
upon the disputed Territory, which British
posed wholly or chiefly of gold or silver,
what right had he to make the State chargea ernment, and about $200,000 saved to the we should have had our claim on the Gener impudence and loco foco imbecility have so question.
gemsand precious stones, pearls of all kinds lioned in t
ble for his board and quarters in other places Stale.
al Government for the whole of that expen long made a bone of Contention. VOTERS
In the House, the Post Office Bill was a- when set, and jewelry, including paste.
iag prevail
as he did in Bangor, without giving the State
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, diture, except the ten thousand dollars ap OF MAINE!—tve beseech you to BEAR gain taken up in committee of the whole.
This amendment led to quite an animated
credit for the amount so paid ?
county, es
that John Fairfield, in his Message of 1840, propriated for the employment of the civil THESE THINGS IN MIND!—Bath (Mr. Everett in the chair.)
debate, in the course of which the principles
The following extract from a bill against stated that “ a large portion ot the expenses posse. It was through your short-sighted,
Mr. McKay offered an amendment author of free trade were pretty freely discussed, but Conventio
Telegraph.
the Slate, paid to Charles Hayes of the Ban incurred in the border difficulties, will un inconsiderate, heedless mismanagement of
izing the Department to borrow the necessa strange to say, when it came to be tried by
mined to d
gor House, will show conclusively that such doubtedly be refunded by the General Gov affairs, that the State is saddled irretrievably
ry sum.
that unerring test, the yeas and nays, there
at ibe app
was the practice, at least in this case. This ernment ’’—and yet “ the claim made by him with the greater part of the expenses incurred
(E^The people of Maine have had enough
Messrs. Steinrod and Hopkins opposed the were only five votes in the negative.
bill is for board of Gen. Thompson and clerks upon the Government was for less than one to repel actual and threatened invasion of our of locofocoism in State and nation. Under
Cumberlai
measure. Mr. Littlefield advocated it, as the
at the Bangor House while paying off the half of the expenditures.”
In the House, a message was received from
territory, when the whole burden should its rule both have run in debt and the people contractors ought to be paid.
into the ht
Mr. Gor
troops at Bangor, and is for the sum of one
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, have been thrown upon the General Govern are now loudly called upon to pay heavy don did not doubt the ability of the depart the Senate, announcing that the Senate had
The wh
hundred and fourteen dollars and eighty sev that under John Fairfield’s administration ment. For if the exigency justified you in taxes to get the State clear from its load. The ment to pay all the demands upon it. The passed the bill to appropriate for a limited
last week,
en cents.
there were paid the following extravagant employing a military force at all, it demand leaders have been displaced from their sta only difficulty was that the present incum time tiie proceeds of the sales of the public
lions were
One of the charges is for board of A. B. sums for services in the “Aroostook war,” ed of you the employment of a military force tions of power, but are now making vigorous bent was incompetent to fulfil the duties of lands, and to grant pre emption rights, with
certain amendments, in which the concur jamm Th
sufficient and adequate to meet the emergen efforts, in all parts of the State, and by the the station.
Thompson 22£ days at$l 25,
28 12 viz
cyAnother is for use of parlor 22 days,
most unscrupulous means, to get the reins
$ cts.
28 12
Mr. Arnold of Tennessee spoke with great rence of the House was asked.
H-Wardv
The amendments were read, and after
2144 £ days, at the rate per day of 1 50 !
That you were exceedingly valorous and into their hands again. Agents are prowling vehemence on the subject.
“
“
room for office
He could no
Esq. of (
“
«
bellicose upon the occasion, none will deny, all over the country into every village and longer have patience while the whig party some conversation, the bill was referred to
twenty-one days,
1 75!
21 00 316 k “
Francis 1
2625
but that you did not manifest that sound sense, hamlet, with honied words, and selfish hearts, on this floor was abused. By the whig party the committee on public lands, and ordered
2 00!
the sagacious and statesman-like views of the by party appealsand the worst motives, to a- he did not mean the Administration party. to be printed.
Amounting in all to
2 50!
Deeds, Ri
$67 22 1178
The joint resolution for the distribution of
820
true interests of the State which the occasion rouse the legions and the strength of party in The Loco Focos were now the exclusive
The remainder of the bill is for the
3 00!
and John
required, is no less palpable.
board of clerks at $1 25 per day,
4 00!
opposition to the present reform administra friends of the Executive ; and in his opinion, the digest of patents was considered and laid
47 65 918
308
I do not charge upon you an intentional tions.
4 50!!
if there was a man in the country fit to make aside, and subsequently passed.
WES
5 00 ! ! ! breach of official duty in using the funds,
We want now and the country needs, the a modern loco foco, it was the miserable
$114 87 149
<c
145
S
aturday, Aug. 28.
In
the
Senate,
the
which
were
expressly
appropriated
to
sus

fl^Co
10
00!
!!!
exercise
of
judgment,
and
political
action,
not
wretch at the other end of the Avenue (!!)
Gen. Thompson should have given credit
tain a military force, to maintain a large and for mere party but for the country—a gener
bleelectii
Mr. Roosevelt asked if it was proper to ap Fortification Bill was taken up, and the
to the State in his account of this sum of
KEEP IT BEFORE
____ THE
_______________
PEOPLE,? almost unprecedented civil force under the
ous and noble patriotism that will sustain ply the terms “ miserable wretch ” to the amendments of the House were concurred in.
sixty-seven dollars and twenty-two cents that under John Fairfield’s administration
iog result
The
revenue
bill
was
then
taken
up,
and
Land
Agent.
But
whether
intentional
or
principles and measures to help the country, President ?
paid for his board and quarters at Bangor. there was kept at Bangor, to settle and adjust
(loco foco
not,
the
effect
is
the
same.
And
if
the
con

elevate the people and promote general pros
The Slate furnished his board and quarters the accounts of the posse, a Land Agent, with
The chair called Mr. Arnold to order per the several amendments of the committee
w.
were
concurred
in.
Some
additional
amend

while there, and what reason can be assigned a salary of one thousand dollars per year— struction of the several Resolves of January perity.—Bangor Courier.
emptorily for using language disrespectful to
24th and February 20th is such as 1 have
ments were offered and adopted, viz :-By
the Chief Magistrate.
for his not making these deductions ?
his Clerk, with a salary of one thousand dol stated, the whole of the expenditures for the
After some conversation on the point of Mr. Clay, to exempt bleaching powdersand
TÜCKY, fo
In addition to all these sums Gen. Thomp lars per year—Hastings Strickland, the “ Ma civil posse, beside the amount first appropri
The Difference. “ Keep it before the
cream of tartar ; by Mr. Evans, to strikeout
son charges the State with four hundred and zeppa” of the farce, at the rate of $1252 per ated, is lost to the State through your mis people'1 that when Gov. Fairfield employed order, Mr. Arnold was allowed to proceed in ‘ oil of,’ and leave cloves only, from which
at the rec
five dollars for services in going to Washing year, and two other Clerks—one at the rate take and mismanagement. For this loss of Col. Jarvis, he was obliged by no law to give order. Mr. A. said there were others here
who were guilty of disrespect to the Presi the oil is manufactured, free of duty.
ton to present the claim of the State against of three dollars and board, and the other at about two hundred thousand dollars,
The bill was then informally passed over
are him TEN DOLLARS PER DAY for
Sena
the General Government for military expen the rate of two dollars and fifty cents per day. justly chargeable. As well might you have his services.—If Col. Jarvis would go at no dent ; more particularly his new made friends. to take up a bill relating to a private claim of
Hous
Mr. Stanly made a very excellent and ju
ditures, being at the rate of five dollars per
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, dispensed altogether with military aid, and cheaper rate than the sum named, there
a Choctaw Indan,
day, and his expenses were paid by the Slate— that John Fairfield and his Council examined instead of six hundred and fifty men have were enough “ good men and true” that dicious speech, in vindication of the Presi
dent and the whig party, from the assaults of
In the House, the amendment of the Senand in the mean time his pay as Adjutant the ar,counts of the Land Agent, and approv placed the whole force required under the would.
Whigr
their indiscreet friends.
ate to the joint resolution, providing for the
General was going on. Adding together all ed them as correct, when they contained nine
And “ Keep it before the people"—1That in
Land Agent, and thus relieved the General
Mr. Botts declared the President to be as distribution of the returns of the sixth census,
Our lo(
the sums charged and received by Gen. ty-seven mistakes; and that they also[allowed
the
case
of
Major
General
Hodsdon,
the
law
Government from all claims for expenditures
much a traitor to the country as Benedict
Thompson, it makes the modest sum of four one hundred and fifty charges without vouch
Western
made by the State in that expedition. Had of the State provided and named his salary ! Arnold. He would shew the House and the was agreed to.
The bill providing for the awards of the
thousand six hundred and fifty-two dollars ers.
Hess.”
the Legislature omitted to prescribe your So that, whoever was employed the salary country what ground he was ready to take in
and fifty cents for less than sixteen months
Mexican commission, now sitting, was theft
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, course, common prudence would have warn would have been the same ! Therefore
^hich fa)
service.
opposition to the President, when the second taken up and considered.
that John Fairfield was the first person who ed you against the consequences of having
11 talloed
*• KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE.” Veto came, as come it would.
Mr. Wise then offered his amendment that
The manner in which Gen. Thompson surrendered the jurisdiction of the whole dis
two separate and independent detachments,
That in both cases Gov. Fairfield and his
Mr. W. C. Dawson deprecated the tenor of the Secretary of the Treasury be authorize«
paid himself cannot be considered great evi puted territory north of the St. Johns river,
under different leaders, neither subordinate party are chargeable with the blame of this the debate.
dence of his modesty, and shows that he was to the British.
to issue certificates of the awards bf the board,
Rain.
to the other, engaged in that service. Jeal
Mr. Briggs supported the bill, and Mr. Mc with the proviso alluded to by Mr. Hunt, and
not disposed to trust to the liberality of the
Monday,
KEEP IT BEFORE THE PEOPLE, ousy and bickering would naturally arise be gross extravagance! In the first case for ma
king
such
an
outrageous
contract;
and
in
the
Kay
vindicated
his
amendment.
Governor and Council for an equitable settle that John Fairfield employed Charles Jarvis,
proposed by Mr. Everett, and the same was
iö? whicl
tween bodies of men thus placed, especially last, for employing Major Generals at an ex
Mr. Payne of Alabama, would support the
ment of his claims. It appears that he had at the enormous PRICE of ten dollars per
while one party were paid enormous wages pense of $18 50 per day, ifthey were not need administration of John Tyler as far as he was agreed to.
three
large sums of money in bis possession belong- day.
The bill was then engrossed and finally
I• aud provided with good and abundant fare,
ed.™ Bath Telegraph.
fairest
entitled to support. He was also in favor of passed.

Also his bill for performing the
ordinary duties of Quarter Mas
ter General for 1839, 66 days,
at $2,

"l,eMted aboliJ'J

1 abou> to
?s true- Wi l, *
hf> (Mr. B| • "»

1 lbe politic.|

KENNEBUNK GAZETTE.

“‘RELIEF’ MEASURES.”
Under this head the Democrat arrays a
SATURDAY, SEPT. 4, 1841.
long list ot charges against the present ad
ministration. We know not how the honest
Whig dominations.
voters of York county will relish such an ar
FOR GOVERNOR.
ticle—it is a poor complimentjo their under
EDWARD HEAT, of Bangor. standings and general intelligence to suppose
that they will permit themselves to be in
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
fluenced by chaff of this description. Here
ABRAHAM L. CAME, of Buxton.
JOHN HUBBARD, of Acton.
are their charges, to which we have append
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
ed a few brief comments.
“ Appropriating for additional furniture for
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.

[False. Our entire diplomatic corps has
not been changed. But when Gen. Jackson
came into power it was, and the same parti
zans who are now crying out about “ ex
pense,” applauded the measure and cared
nothing for the expense.]
“ Altering the embassy to Brazil, from a charge
d’Affaires with a salary of $4,500, to a Minister
with an outfit and salary of $18,000, making a
difference, in the cost of that mission, of $13.500!
;

Highway Robbery. Mr. Daniel Ballard,
Jr., of Boston, was knocked down by a gang
of ruffians, in Clark Street, when re
turning from his place of business to his
home, on the night of the 24th ult. Mr. B.
was robbed of a watch worth $125, his bools
and hat, and left senseless in the street. Two
sailors, recently discharged from the United
States ship Ohio, have been arrested on sus
picion of being concerned in the outrage.

[This is done for good cause—with the
hope of increasing our trade in that quarter
The ‘Brown Corn’—A species obtained
the President’s house, $6,000 !
JOHN L. GRANT, of Alfred.
and thereby aid in promoting the general a few years since from a tribe of Indians in
[An appropriation for furnishing the Presi prosperity. The people of course will ap
Iowa Territory—is both early and produc
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
dent’s House is made every four years.
In prove all such measures.]
'ft-wl Lt
tive. The kernel is large and the cob small.
DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
making it, at this time, Congress have only
“ Passing a Bank Bill, creating an additional Over one hundred bushels of it were rais
complied with an old usage, and so far as debt, by the U. S. subscribing for stock, or being
(^POLITICAL MEETING.^
ed on an acre, in Brattleboro’, Vt., a year or
this charge goes, it is equally good against all held responsible, in variuils ways, to the amount
The Whigs of Kennebunk are invited to
two since. A field of it, this year, was plant
of $15,000,000 !
meet at the TOWN HALL, in this village, preceding administrations. If wrong, why
[“ Tell that story to the marines”—the hon ed on the 20th May and the corn was ripe
on Saturday, September 4th, at 4 o’clock, had not the “ Democratic ” Congresses dur
est
farmers of old York are not quite gullible on the 20th August.
ll)le length. 1' P. M. to select a candidate to be supported ing Jackson’s and Van Buren’s Administra
enough to swallow such a choking bait.
for Representative to the Legislature, and for tions discontinued it?]
The Boston and Portland Rail Road.
•
1 ,,a'^ iHed?
the transaction of any other business that
Whisper Bank in the ear of a loco, and he
The Directors of this road were to hold a
Granting Gen. Harrison’s widow, for thirty
may come before them.
day’s services of her husband as ^President, be will forthwith proceed to spin a long yarn, meeting at Dover on Wednesday last, 1st
Per Order of Town Whig Committee.
jera «wi;
sides permitting her letters and papers to go and full of Munchausen stories too ridiculous for
Kennebunk, Aug. 28.
instant, and were expected to come on from
come, postage free, the sum of $25,000 !
l.>snoi true fey,
a moment’s consideration.]
Boston in the cars, which were, according to
[Of
the
justice
of
the
appropriation
itself
ONE WEEK MO R E !
“ Defraying the expenses attending a magnifi
,v'"s Party wwi
the
arrangements made, to arrive for the
In one week from Monday next the Elec every man must decide for himself. Would cent iuneral for the late Gen. Harrison, “after
giving his widow $25,000 outright—the sum of first time at that place, at 10 o’clock A. M. of
it
have
been
just
to
have
paid
to
the
family
tion of State and County officers will occur.
$3.080 !
that day.
whether »e shin Will not the Whigs, one and all, devote that only two thousand dollars ? Would it not
[Small business this—very small ’
Was
,lCalh»kc IS' week to the service of their country—to the have been niggardly ? The cry about this
Bank Robbery. The Danville Branch of
ke UP 0116 Of the (4 advancement of the cause for which they appropriation is got up to create prejudice there any thing so “magnificent” about this
funeral that it was deemed extravagant, or the Farmers Bank of Virginia was entered
lve combined.
in the minds of the poor and laboring peo
,
President have labored, and successfully labored, and
opposed as injudicious at the time ? The by false keys, a few nights since, and robbed
ple. What poor man is there, of any party,
which
needs
but
their
continued
vigilance
'10 me opinions L.
locos must be desperate indeed to resort to of $92,136.—$72,136 of this amount were
act m harmony!
and activity to ensure its continued ascen who would not have willingly contributed such an argument as this!]
mutilated notes, however, and marked “can
1 taiWeiociL
double his proportion of this sum, in prefer
dency ?
celled.” A reward of $5000 is offered for the
“
Expending,
in
the
three
months
from
the
4th
1 lbe people expect^
The People of Maine have nothing to gain ence to having the national character dis of March last, $4,627,166 64 !
apprehension of the robbers.
by a change of rulers—they can promise graced by the pitiful meanness of calculating
[And why ? Chiefly for the purpose of
•
J"
M themselves no single benefit as the result of to a farthing the amonnt which the law al paying the debts contracted by the last ad
We invite attention to the political ar
“ considered on ¡lsi such a political overturn. The present State lowed for a single month’s service—when it ministration.]
ticles, which will be found under the appro
administration is laboring unweariedly to pro is known that the expenses consequent upon
“ Proposing to expend, during the year, the priate head in another part of this day’s pa
aGe 011 able and t
mote the public interests. Shall it not be sus his election, removal from his home, etc., sum of $31,358,501 !
per. The long articles will repay a careful
measure.
[No proposal of the kind has been made.]
briefly, and reinafe tained then ? Its accusers are the few who paid from his private purse, were triple and
perusal, the which we ho^p they will receive
are seeking the ascendency of the opposition quadruple this amount? If the locos are so
reason to support
“ Contemplating an expenditure, over the so- from every voter they may reach. They are
him that it was fe} parly—who are seeking not the public good, sensitive about wakeful expenditures, why do called ‘ extravagant’ administration ot Mr. Van
candid, plain and to the point.
Buren, of $3,500,000 '.
in.
but individual aggrandizement. Are such they not expose the extravagance of their own
a-Je a long and ®
[No such thing is contemplated.]
men fitting advisers of the People ? Will the party ? Why do they notderjpunce the waste
Exhibition. There will be a Public Ex
bill, charging it
“
Finally to pay the members of Congress for hibition, by the students of Union Acad
and
mismanagement
in
conducting
the
Ales. He said ilieji honest voters of the State give heed to the
getting together in Extra session, to consider
nt Tyler with expft uproar and party cries of these mere partizans, roostook War? wfiy do they apologize for, these c Relief’ measures, the country is put at an emy, in this village, on Tuesday evening
im, that if he »J against the evidence of their own senses—the and even attempt to defend it?—Why do expense of not less than $400,000 !”
next, commencing at 7 o’clock.
We are
ouId be sustained h dictates of prudence—of sound policy ?
they not rail against the defaulters to the Na
[Why was an extra session called? Was ¡equested, by the Principal, to extend an
Y, which was wiki
We trust that the whigs throughout the tional Government — Millions in the Land it not because the nation was left in debt, invitation to all interested to attend on the
support him wujiis
State will put their shoulders to the wheel Office Department—Millions among the Col the treasury empty and no means provided occasion.
m.
gtwiwaimajgwMWWHtmiBWd.M riwrum
illy passed-#!^ on Monday, the 13th inst. and triumphantly lectors, District Attorneys, etc., among whom for meeting the liabilities of the government,
(except Mr. Presionjii re-elect their present worthy Chief Magis were Swartwout, Collector at New-York, in by the last administration ? Did not whig
From Washington. The committee on
the Bank Bill had made no report on the bill,
trate, and return to the Legislature decided the sum of $1,250,000, Hoyt over $100,000— members of Congress, at the last session,— up to Saturday last. There seems to be no
e Post Office Bill hii
Hundreds
of
Thousands
in
the
Post
Office
when
Mr.
Van
Buren
’
s
friends
were
in
the
leason why they should be in haste to report,
tts remarked that 1« majorities of Senators and Representatives of
Mr. Cushing in up ■ their own political faith. They can do it, if Department—Millions in the War Depart majority—satisfactorily show that an extra as there is other important business before
relo became a siiljs they will. More especially do we hope that ment, squandered in the ridiculous Florida session would be necessary unless means the Senate, and time for consideration, and to
give Senators an opportunity of learning the
s floor. He wii
the whigs of Old York will be on the ground, War? Why do they not take hold of these were then provided for defraying the expen sentiments of their constituents, can do no
ines of his famouste
glaring frauds upon the people under the ses of the government until the regular meet
on
that
day,
prepared
to
do
their
whole
duty,
harm. It will not be surprising if the further
which he had »¡i
two preceding administrations, first, and then ing of Congress in December,—did they not consideration of the bill should be postponed
:h, as it was piiMi Let the ballot-boxes show that they are acv -TIve, vigilant and gaining strength. Let see if they can find parallels in the conduct of appeal to the majority to furnish these means, to the next session. It has been said that the
hat when the swi every good whig read the following noble the present ? No, no. This course would and did not the majority refuse to do so? President is desirous of having more time
for consideration, and that if the bill be press
would undertiblm
-— .
sentiment, from Henry Clay’s speech on the injure the parly, and their business is to sup They refused to do so, with the hope that ed upon him at present he will veto it.—This
inn himself (Mr.M
.....
. .
port
the
party
at
the
expense
of
the
People.
the whigs would be censured for the meas is not a reason to govern the course of the
iis opinions,heeifer Veto, imbibe its spirit and take hold of the
lose principles tf great and good work before him, animated But will not the People themselves look at ure and lose the confidence of the people in Senate, if there be any strong motive for im
tood tbegrtw. and cheered by the consciousness that he is the facts and figures and judge for them consequence of it. It was a movement for mediate action upon it. But the country has
been enough excited on this subject for the
jpported the pram faithfully fulfilling a sacred obligation to him selves ?]
the benefit of the opposition party, at the ex present, and it will perhaps tend to the gen
He would untti |
“ Distributing among the States to enable them pense of the people. The cost of the extra eral harmony, and to the prevalence of a bet
Zoo,” on which fed self and his country.
to paj what they owe to British bankers, annu
session, then, must in justice be charged to ter feeling, to suffer it to repose a while.
y laid so muchim
“COME WHAT MAY LET US DO ally, $4,000,000!
The feeling which has been already exhibit
ose principles. Htk OUR DUTY, OUR WHOLE DUTY,
[Every body knows this is mere flummery. the locos and not to the whigs. This is so ed in all parts of the country, leaves no room
to “ Cushing’s LM AND NOTHING SHORT
plain,
that
“
he
who
runs
may
read.
”
]
to doubt what is the deep-rooted sentiment
OF OUR Maine will receive about ninety thousand dol
We trust the People will not permit them of the whig party. This sentiment is almost
of Tennessee, vinfe DUTY, TOWARDS OUR COMMON lars annually by this bill. Do we owe ‘ British
unanimous in favor of a bank, and time in
irse, and declared fe COUNTRY.—LET US DO ALL-LET Bankers V—The receipts have never been es selves to be influenced by wholesale asser stead of changing this sentiment, will serve
tions
like
those
just
quoted.
We
trust
they
ivorite with tb to US DO EVERY THING WE CAN timated to exceed three millions annually, and
to exhibit it still more emphatically.
■he said he voleil« FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD.”
it is insulting to the common sense of the peo will take broader and more enlightened views
The Senate, in executive session, has con
ce Presidency, and he
ple to tell them that every State in the Union of the political questions which demand their firmed the nomination of Messrs. Jenifer as
lim for the next Pa
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
is indebted to British Bankers. This sort of consideration. Again we repeat,—give this Minister to Austria, Todd, as Ministerio Rus
take him up.
sia, as well as that of Gen. Wool as Brigadier
The Whigs of Cumberland held their Con
electioneering
is too ridiculous to go down. administration a fair trial-judge it by its General, m place of Gen. Scott. It is said
lally passed—197to#
vention on the 26th ult. and nominated can
Hear what Gen. Jackson said, upon this sub works—approve or condemn after an oppor that the vote on Gen. Wool’s nomination was
didates for Senators and county officers. For
r. In the
ject, in his annual message of December, 1832. tunity has been given it to mature measures 25 to 24. The question on the nomination
ten up, and the otij Senators—James Appleton, Wm. Buxton,
of Mr. Everett has not been taken.—Boston
“ As the lands may now be considered as re and put them in operation.
mt made by thecom Solomon Andrews and Clement H. Humph lieved from this pledge, the object for which
Daily Advertiser.
Senate, considered-’i rey
For Register of Deeds, Samuel Small ; they were ceded having been accomplished, it is
L
ynch
L
aw
in
M
ississippi
.
We
last
The Custom House Commissioners, on the
twenty per cent,oil
in the discretion of Congress to dispose of them
matches, and parlsol’i —For County Treasurer, Royal Lincoln. in such a way as best to conduce to the quiet, week stated that a party of the citizens of eve of breaking up, addressed a letter to the
i- lace embroidery,!« The Advertiser says, that the number of dele harmony, and general interest of the American Helena, Ark., started off in pursuit of a gang Collector, Mr. Curtis, approving the reforms
Lion, and all articH gates, though not large, far exceeded that men people,” etc. “ It seems to me to be our true of counterfeiters and had drowned twenty- introduced by him into the Custom House,
in the manner of keeping and accounting
policy that the'public lands shall cease as soon
chiefly of gold
tioned in the call. “ The best spirit and feel as practicable to be a source of revenue,” etc ]
three of them without any of the forms of for the public monies, in the reduction of the
is stones, pearls W
enormous incidental expenses of the office,
ing prevailed throughout. Every town in the
“ Creating a loan, to get money to carry out trial. It appears, by later accounts, that the
relry, including pi®
and that of the number of persons employed.
county, except one, was represented in the these schemes, of $12,000,000!
whole number captured was from fifty to They also say that nothing has appeared
nt led to quite an
irse of which tW Convention, and all present seemed deter
[This loan was created to pay off the seventy-five, all of whom they placed on board which in any manner implicates Mr. Curtis
pretty freely disci®’, mined to do their duty and their whole duty debts contracted by the last administration, a trading boat, took her to an unfrequented in the discharging of his official duties.
hen it came to H
The testimony borne by all the Commis
at the approaching election, and thus prevent and to defray the current expenses of the place, so that there might be no witnesses,
t, the yeas aiw
sioners to his diligence, intelligence, and fi
Government.]
Cumberland
County
from
falling
back
again
and shot and drowned them all,—after which delity cannot but be grateful to Mr. Curtis
,es in the negate I
“ Modifying the Tariff, to make the people the houses of the gang were burned. No vi and to his friends.—New York American.
message wasrece'm into the hands of our adversaries.”
mcing that the Ser
The whigs of Oxford held a Convention pay for these schemes, by taxing articles of ne olence was offered to the families who were
The number of crimes and casualties at
j appropriate tor q last week, by which the following nomina cessary consumption, to the amount of $18,000,- in them, but they were ordered to leave their
New York, is alarmingly great. The papers
s of the sales of H
tions were made :—For the Senate, Dr. Ben
of Monday, contain accounts of the forcible
[In consequence of the gradual reduction homes forever.
t pre-emption Jr
violation of two respectable females in the
nts, in which M jamin Thompson of Cornish, Capt. Joseph of duties, the revenue from imports is insuffi
Business Reviving. A contract has been streets of the city, and another at Brooklyn.
H. Wardwell of Rumford, and Otis Hayford,
e was asked,
cient to defray the expenses of government. made, within a few days, in this town, for Also, the drowning of two persons from the
jnts were read,
Esq. of Canton ;—For County Treasurer,
The last administration left the nation involv building a ship of about four hundred tons, Hoboken ferry boats, and two suicides, be
n, the W
Francis Bemis of Paris
For Registers of
sides a long array of smaller crimes and acci
ed in debt. What shall be done ? Increase to be completed by January next.
public land«,**
Capt. dents. All the work of a single Sunday.—
Deeds, Richard Clements for the Western
the taxes upon imports, or raise our revenue Kingsbury is the builder. The owners re Newburyport Herald.
ution foHte.f1* and John H. Holt for the Eastern District.
by direct taxes upon properly
The latter is side in this town and Kennebunk-port.—
Yellow Fever. It becomes our duty, at
us was cons»!*11
a favorite scheme with many locofocos. It Another fine ship of about four hundred tons,
length, to announce the existence of yellow
WESTERN ELECTIONS.
lently pnssedwould give employment to a host of loafers, is now building in the ship yard of Mr. Ja fever in the Charity Hospital. On Sunday
(¡'/^Complete returns for Governor at the
who could ride round the country as deputy cob Perkins and will be ready for launching there were two cases, and on yesterday there
• 2& 1« lbeS;
late election in Tennessee show the follow
marshals,—it would help the lawyers—but in a few weeks. Capt. William Lord, Jr. was one, all of which proved fatal. In the
was taken*
ing result:—Jones (whig) 52,379 and Polk
Hospital of Drs. Stone & Kennedy there
e House
would it help the laboring classes—the own is the owner. These afford but one of many
were three cases of yellow fever, and we al
(loco foco) 48,999 votes. Majority for Jones
ill was tllfe"!
ers of the soil ? It is hard work now to pay indications, all over the country, that, in ref so heard of a few in private practice.—N O.
ilmenls of ‘, 3,380.
our taxes—add to them half a million of dol erence to the business of the country, a Picayune Aug 17th.
. Some add *!
[^’Nearly complete returns from Ken
lars and what would be the effect ? The “ brighter and better day is dawning.”
The New York Investigating Committee,
ed and
tucky, for members of the State Legislature,
pt bleaching P
question for the voters of Maine to decide is,
of the Custom House, closed their labors on
at
the
recent
election,
stand
thus
:
by Mr. Evan«,»
Ladies’ Fair. The Ladies of the First Thursday last, and left for Washington yes
whether they would prefer to pay a trifle
■cloves only, *1
Whigs.
Locofocos.
Parish
Sunday School Society, in this vil terday. The report of Mr. Poindexter will
more for articles of foreign produce or manu
29
9
Senate,
:ured, free “J
be looked for with great interest.—Philadel
lage,
held
a Fair on Thursday afternoon phia U. S. Gazette.
77
23
facture,
or
defray
the
expenses
of
government
House,
en informallyJJ
lalingwnP""’
by taxes on land and personal property ? and evening last, at the Town Hall, in aid of
United States Loan.
We have the
32
106
The talk about taxing sugar, molasses and the cause of Temperance. The Hall was pleasure of informing our readers that the
Whig majority on joint ballot, 74.
salt is all rant—the provisions of the new bill tastefully decorated for the occasion, and the Secretary of the Treasury has obtained the
,e
Our locofoco friends find crowing over the
>so'ulio"’<r,S
do not reach these articles—and the price of numerous tables were loaded with articles loan ot the one million of dollars lately adver
returns of >1"”’ ; Western Elections rather an “ up hill busi
tised for in our paper, at five and one half
lea fell from 10 to 15 cts. per pound last week manufactured by the Ladies, and exhibiting
per cent, per annum.—National Intelligencer.
ness.”
They have, in reference to those
in New-York. The noise about this bill is all much ingenuity and taste. Every thing went
imgfor
which have just taken place, emphatically
A late English paper says
In salting
for effect, and the people will not, we hope, off finely. We have not learned the amount
don, now si«1
down horse meat for the use of the seamen,
a halloed before they were out of the woods.”
condemn it, until they see its effects, and of the nett proceeds of the sales.
great care should be taken that the shoes are

!ar»«s bj
lv ft*
taken

Rain. We were visited by a fine rain on judge understandingly whether it deserves
ie Treasury 1,8 .j
of the ««'«'’s Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday last, dur approval or condemnation.]
“ Changingour entire diplomatic corps, to re
H“dedtonLW ing which time about as much fell as during
ward noisy federal partisans with outfits and for
Sverett, and tn»
the three months preceding. Its good effects eign embassies—at ths suggestion of Daniel
sn engrossel'^
are already visible.
Webster, at an expense of not less than $100,000!

I Major General Scott, we learn from the I
(Newark Daily Advertiser, is on his way to’
the Northern frontier, where it is feared some
disorderly and hostile movements are in con
templation.

prospectus of the

Farmer’s Journal,

And Magazine of Useful Arts.
EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY S. W. COLE
{Late editor of the Yankee Farmer.)
BRIGHTON MARKET.
Office No. 44, North Market Street, Boston.
[Reported for the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
1 he Journal is designed to improve the
Monday, August 30, 1841.—At market 825 Beef soil and its productions, encourage the useful
Cattle, 1100 Stores, 5100 Sheep, and 900 Swine.
275 Swine were reported last week. A large number arts and scienqps, and aid in elevating the
character, andgprornoting the interests of the
of Cattle, Sheep and Swine unsold.
Pricks— Beef Cattle—We continue last week’s farmer and mechanic, by g^itM the^best in
quotations, viz: first quality $5 50 a 5 75 j second formation in their pdf^uits,
showing their
quality $4 75 a 5 25 5 third quality $3 a 4 25.
important
station
in
productive
industry,
Stores—We noticed a small lot of two year old sold
for $8 ; and a lot for $10 and $12. We quote two which is the support and wealth of the na
tion.
year old $8 a 14 : three year old $12 a $19.
Sheep—A large number of store Sheep were at
1 he best management, and new discover
market, and many of the Lambs were small and ordi ies and improvements, of general utility, as
nary : prices low and dull. We noticed lots of ordina
ry Lambs sold for 50c, 80c. $1 and $1 12 ; belter qual proved by successful practice, in Agriculture
and all its kindred branches, and in Mechan
ities $1 25, 1 33, 1 G2, 1 75, $2 and 2 12.
Stowe—Ci Dull.” Lots to peddle, selected, 3 to ics, will be given in this paper, in short, or in
3 l-4c. for sows and 4 to 4 1-4 for Barr ows 5 a lot of detail, as the subject may require, carefully
old hogs, part barrows, at 3 : and a lot barrows 3 1-2. avoiding all hum-bugs and exposing decep
At retail from 4 to 5c.
tions.
It will contain valuable articles on Useful
HYMENEAL.
Arts, Economy, Education. Health, etc. ; im
MARRIED—In Lyman, 18th ult. Mr. Samu portant Scientific Facts, and Statistics; with
el P. Hill of Charlestown, Mass., to Miss Eliza prices of Produce in the principal markets in
beth Hemmenway of L.
the country, and Agricultural Reports from
In New-Market, N. H. Rev. John L. Ashby of different sections, showing the State of the
York, to Miss Nancy L. Forbes of N.
Crops. Altogether embodying in a neat
form, convenient for preservation and refer
ence, a mass of useful matter, of lasting utili
ty» well adapted to practical life, and valuable
DIE’D-In Buxton, 23d ult. Mrs. Rachel Ber to all professions.
ry, formerly of Biddeford, aged 81 years.
Terms. The Journal will be published
At Geneva, New York, 21st ult. Hon. Gideon monthly, commencing the first of October, on
Lee,’formerly Mayor of New York, and a Repre
sentative in Congress, aged 63 years. He was a a royal sheet, in quarto form, with an index
at the close of the year, at 50 cents a year
native of Leverett, Mass.
In South-Berwick, 13th ult. Mary Susan Helen always in advance.
Post Masters are Agents and will forClark, daughter of Mr. Daniel M. Clark, aged
16 months and 9 days.
wanl names and money. Any person sendIn Saco, Emeline Frances, infant daughter of i“g^2, free of expense, can have the fifth
Mr. W. Phillips, aged 6 weeks.
copygriMs; or five persons may send $2 to
In Sanford, Mr. Aaron Witham, aged 90 years, gether, and each have a copy. Make returns
2 months and 10 days.
Sept. 20. and again Oct. 1.
Drowned off the “ Capes of Philadelphia,”
Specimen papers may be had gratis or will
July 23d, Mr. John W. Pitcher, of Saco. The be sent by mail, on request.
deceased jumped ovorboard, from on board sch
S. W. COLE.
Morning Glory, in a fit of delirium tremens.
Boston, Sept. 4
3w
In Georgetown, Mr. Gideon Snowman, aged
73 years—formerly of York.

To the Flonordble County Commissioners
for the County of York :
SHIP NEWS
OpHE undersigned respectfully represent,
JL
that the Road from South-Berwick Vil
KENNEBUNK, SEPT. 4, 1841
lage, in South-Berwick, in the County of
ARRIVED.
York, to Blackberry Hill, in Berwick, in the
Aug. 26—Sch. Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
same County, is extremely circuitous. Thev
Sept. 1—Sch. Golden Grove, Wildes, Bay therefore respectfully pray your Honors to
Chaleur, 28,000 fish.
view and locate a new Road, commencing at
SAILED.
some point near the Blackberry Hill meeting
house, and terminating at some convenient
Sept, 1—Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
place at, or near, said South-Berwick Vil
MEMORANDA.
THEO. F. JEWETT,
Ar at Portland,2d inst. ship Regulus, Thomp lage.
and 63 others.
son, from Cardiff. 1st, sch. Coral, Yates, from
August 14,1841.
Bangor, for this port.

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable County Commissioners of Iork, ss..... At the regular session of the
the County of York :
County Commissioners of the County of
HE petition of the undersigned, inhabi
York, begun and held at Alfred, within and
tants of the County of York, respectful
for said County, on the Tuesday next be
ly represents, that the road from Sanfordfore the last Monday of May, A. D. 1841 ;
through the upper part of Wells is circuitous
and by adjournment of the same term, held
and hilly, and that the convenience and ne
at Alfred aforesaid, on the fourth Monday
cessity of the inhabitants of said County re
of August, A. D. 1841 :
quire that a public way be laid out and estab
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, That
lished, commencing at or near the Branch
the petitioners notify all persons and
Brook in Sanford, and running southeasterly
corporations interested, that said Commis
in nearly a direct line,so as to intersect the road sioners will meet at the Quamphegan House,
running south from the free School House, kept by Ebenezer F. Neally, in South-Ber
so called, near Ebenezer Storer’s house in wick, in said County, on the twenty-seventh
said Wells, or at such other point as you shall day of SEPTEMBER next, at ten of the
determine in that vicinity, or by such other clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed
course between said termini, as your Honors to view the route for the highway prayed for,
shall deem most lor the public convenience ; and immediately after such view, will, in
and your petitioners pray, that after due pro some convenient place in the vicinity, hear
ceedings are had in the premises, a highway the petitioners, and those opposed to the
may be established accordingly. Also, extend prayer of said petition. Said notice to be, by
said road from the foot of the Hill, near causing an attested copy of said petition and
the dwelling house of Capt. James Hobbs, to of this order thereon, to be published three
the dwelling house of Sayward Hobbs, near weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
the Burnt Mills, so called, or make such al zette, a newspaper published in said County ;
terations and straightenings in the present by causing the town clerks of Berwick and
road leading by said S. Hobbs’ to Wells stage South-Berwick, in said County, respectively,
road, as you shall deem for the public interest. to be served with a like copy, and by posting
SAMUEL LORD, and 104 others.
up the same in three public places in each of
August, 1841.
said towns of Berwick and South-Berwick.
The first of said newspaper publications and
STATE OF MAINE.
each of the other notices to he thirty days,
York ss.—At the regular session of the at least, before said twenty-seventh day of
County Commissioners of the County of September.
York, begun and held at Alfred, within and
Attest,—HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
for said County, on the Tuesday next be
Copy of petition and order thereon —
fore the last Monday of May, A. D. 1841,
Attest,-HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
and by adjournment of the same term, held
August 28.
3w
at Alfred aforesaid, on the fourth Monday
of August, A. D. 1841.
By Faslaiom we Mve.”
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, that
the petitioners notify all persons and
corporations interested, that said Commission
ers will meet at the dwelling house of Capt.
T.4 I LOR,
James Hobbs, in Wells, in said County, on
the fourth day of October next, at 10 of the MILITARY, DRESS & LADIES’
HABIT MAKER.
clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed
to view the route for the highway prayed for ;
Factory Island.—SACO, Me.
and immediately after such view, will, in
OULD most respectfully inform the
some convenient place in the vicinity, hear
Ladies and Gentlemen of Kenne
the petitioners and those opposed to the bunk and vicinity, that his long experience
prayer of said petition. Said notice to be, and critical knowledge which he possesses,
by causing an attested copy of said petition has induced him to abandon the antique usa
and of this order thereon, to be published ges in cutting,etc. and to adopt a method un
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk known to any except himself and the origi
Gazette, a newspaper published in said Coun nal inventor, by which he is enabled to fur
ty ; by causing the Town Clerks of Wells nish his customeis with an article of unpre
and Sanford, in said County, respectively to cedented beauty of fit. He has correspon
be served with a like copy, and by posting dents in New York and Philadelphia, who
up the same in three public places in each of furnish him with the latest and most fashion
said of towns of Wells and Sanford. The first able STYLES OF LONDON AND PA
of said newspaper publications and each of the RIS as soon as they can possibly be forward
other notices to be thirty days, at least, before ed by the earliest mails after their adoption.
Mr. Oakes would further state that not
said fourth day of October.
withstanding the ‘ modern ways,’ those who
Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
prefer the ‘ antique garb of former days’ shall
Copy of petition and order thereon,
be attended to.
Attest, HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
Gentlemen wishing for seamless Coats,
Sept. 4.
3w
can have them made at short notice.
(Ujr3 Particular attention paid to Children’s
Union Academy,—Kennebunk.
Clothing.
HE next terra of this Literary Institution
Wanted, TWO APPRENTICE GIRLS.
will commence on Wednesday, Sep
August 28.
3w
tember 22.—Terms for Tuition as usual.—
Good board can be had—for young Gentle
Notice.
men, from $1 50 to $1 75 per weekfor
Shapleigh, June 2<5th, 1841.
young Ladies, $1 25 to $1 50.
NOW all men by these presents, that
L. COLBY, Sec'y Trustees.
I, John Emery of Shapleigh, in th©
Sept. 4.
3w.
County of York, and State of Maine, yeoman,
Writing and Eetter Paper. have this day given to my son, John Emery»
Q CASES, comprising every variety usually Jr. his time, and that I shall not claim any of
his earnings nor pay any debts of his con
enquired for, just received and for sale
tracting after this date.
by the ream or smaller quantity, by
JOHN EMERY.
D. REMICH.
Attest
Kennebunk, Aug. 21.
tf
Attest,
IvoRy Thing<

T

O

O

Thomas C. Oakes,

W

T

<

5J°EL BeAN<

removed from the feet of the animal, as sev
Suicides. Two men, of mature years and eral sailors have lately injured themselves by
Green Curtain Paper.
moving in respectable society, committed su swallowing horse shoes when eating !
REEN PAPER, manufactured express
icide in Philadelphia on the 23d ult.
One
ly for Window Curtains—a very neat
Quiet for a Time. John Smith has
was a hard ware dealer—the other a portrait been sentenced to the Ohio Penitentiary for article—for sale by
D. REMICH.
tf
Kennebunk, Aug. 21.
painter.
seven years.

G

August 21.

3w

RITING INK and Fluid, by the dozeaa
or single bottle, lor sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Aug. 2L
ti

W
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Boston ^Miscellany
JLitera'
tore asd Fashion.

World’s

Wosder,

Health and Strength..
Dr.S.O. Richardson's Sherry Wine Bitters
ARE the only sure remedy for Dyspepsia
and Jaundice that has ever been discov
ered—and their general use for 32 years, with
recommendations from the most eminent of
the Medical Faculty, and editorial notices
from the Boston Morning Post, Boston Daily
Mail, Plymouth Memorial, Amoskeag Repre
sentative, Barnstable Patriot, Essex Banner,
Haverhill Gazette, Lowell Patriot, Bunker
Hill Aurora, Charlestown, Portsmouth Ga
zette, N. H.s Dover Gazette, N. H., Northern
Star, R. I., Lincoln Telegraph, Ále., NewYork Evening Signal, &c. must assure the
afflicted that they possess wonderful merit.

Coog’las,
and all I>i^oasm of the

Bi’amtreWs Pills,

VEGETABLE and Universal Merli ■
.proved by the experience of th0Usan?
THE BACKWOODS MAN.
HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL
gTT is a strange fact, but nevertheless true.,
A Ladies' and Gentlemen's Magazine.
when properly persevered with ar
°
SAM is believed to be deservedly the most cure be,
that
the
medical
world
have
no
effectual
The silent wilderness for me !
in every form of the Only One DiERTAI!
rpHE Subscribers have made arrangements *■
”
° ™
popular
Medicine
ever
known
in
America,
for
>
as
yet,
safety
established
Where never sound is heard,
all having the same origin, and invarishi?1^
A..
for the
u"a cure
oure of
of Burns,
ßu/„’s ’ observed an eminent Phycoughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of an I, atlS!
. ,. “. commence,
„
■ m January next,■ «'»
. 'J \ for
Save the rustling of the squirrel’s foot,
pubhcation of a monthly magazine, undei i sjcian
high official capacity, while addressing
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT
And the flitting wing ofbiid,
the above title.
a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sitevery kind.
tion of the BLOOD.
Clrc^
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
From every quarter a high meed of Liteta- j
on an inquest over the body of a burnt indiOr its low and interrupted note,
In
a
period
of
little
more
than
three
v
ea,
very extensively used for about twelve years ;
ry excellence has been granted to New-Eng- . vidual; at the same time enjoining them to solicOr the deer’s quick, crackling tread,
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. the United States, they have restored toast t111
land.
On
every
list
of
the
names
that
stand
’
it
the
medical
officers
of
the
metropolitan
hospiAnd the swaying of the foresUboughs,
Vo:
So universally popular has this article become health and enjoyment over ONE HTTMonm
^high in our country’s literature, those of héritais to search the world for such a desideratum,
Asjflie wind moves overlie^,
that it may now be considered as a standard arti THOUSAND persons, who were given
experience had established as the best and
’'sons
Or>.>x: stand
oto.azi highest.’ 'Thotr
Their rnnks
ranks nro
are Hiimprnumerr- I that exoerionca
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit incurable by physicians of the first rank
id !, surest.
Alone, (h<^fl^ious tffbe free !)
ous and strong, and they are looked upon
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly standing, and in many cases when every th
CT
jI In order that NO life may be lost or torture
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
° aei
for
the
most
efficient
support
of
the
literary
My good dog at my side,
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
Thnt i suffered hereafter by such afflictions, DALIS pUBk1
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whethe .
periodicals
in
all
parts
of
the
country.
1U
t
|
LEY
’
S
MAGICAL
PAIN
EXTRACTOR
is
certain
remedy
for
the
above
complaints.
The
My rifle hanging in my arm,
they should be obliged to turn abroad for the j sent forth to the use of man, possessing all th&
THEY GIVE LIFE, ELASTICITY AND VIGOR
Proprietors have received, and are receiving be chronic or recent, whether it be deafnes^'
JAS
I range the forests wide.
means of communicating with the world, is merits required, and that unbelief, prejudice, to the viscera, promote the peristaltic action, numerous recommendations from many of our pain in the side, whether it arise from constii0'
Office
on ll
tional
or
from
some
immediate
cause,
whetl
And now the regal buffalo
indeed unworthy of New-England ; as if her and ignorance, may be removed, and it applied cleanse the stomach and bowels from un best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac
Across the plains I chase;
sons and daughters either could not or would to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will healthy accumulations, and purify and enliv-1 tice. The names of a few individuals who have it be from internal or external injury, it W1]i'|er
UjThe
not appreciate the value of those, who have be given to every one who shall apply it, and the en lhe blood in the most thorough and effec given their testimony in favor of this article are cured by persevering in the use of these Pili8 He for an;
Now track the mountain stream to find
This great principle of “ PURGING” •
here
subjoined,
and
for
a
more
full
account
see
excrutialing
agony
be
not
at
once
subdued.
$100
grown
up
among
them
and
of
them.
This
The beaver’s lurking place.
tual manner.
amount ch;
sickness is beginning to be appreciated.
the envelone to lhe bottle.
has long been felt to be a deficiency and have been offered for months, and no failure has
They are the most certain remedy for all Doct. Amory Hunting. Doch Samuel Morrill, found much more convenient to take a'n n ?
UJAdvi
been
found.
I stand upon the mountain’s top,
an evil; and it is with a view to fill this
those prevalent Diseases called Dyspepsia,
business d
“ Timothy Baylies, sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be ah\M
“
Truman
Abell,
One
box
is
enough
to
save
life,
and
always
void in our national literature, that encouraged
And (solitude profound ■)
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bl?
Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Heartburn, Diz
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thonida Brown,
lhe publish
by those best able to judge of our wants and pain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the ziness, Headache, Wandering or Settled
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty hi
Noteven a woodman’s smoke curls up
“ Albert Guild.
wind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflammation
William Petry,
ÖTAH_<
if
you
are
not
killed,
you
will
be
sure
t
0
fa
5
our
ability,
without
any
desire
to
produce
a
Within the horizon’s bound.
AN INTERESTING CASE.
and heal the wounded — has no compeer—neither Pains, Sinking Faintness, Sour Stomach, Loss
the editori;
sectional work or to encourage sectional feel loss of life nor pain by fire has ever been known of Appetite, Weakness of the Limbs, Nervous Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, months of miserable weakness, and the only
Below, as o’er its ocean breadth
who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at i’*' X, Remic
ings, we had determined to establish the Mis when present, and from every kind of torturous Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases
Ulster Coiihty, N. Y., to the proprietors :
The air’s light currents run,
cellany.
injuries has snatched its thousands.
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A difference between the appearance of those tw
caused by an unhealthy state of lhe Stomach
The wilderness of moving leaves
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all and Bowels.
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons—one has been treated by your regal °
We need only add, that we have not un
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated ?
Is glancing in the sun.
dertaken this work lightly, or without the the qualities of ANTISEPTIC, NERVINE,
They are the unrivalled and efficacious Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of is, see how the shadow of death throws b'
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a
intention of availing ourselves of all the re ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC, compound of a
I look around to where the sky
ROM
long time with the consumption. His physician solitary glance from his emaciated countenance
sources so bountifully open. Every exertion BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor
((^“REGULAR PHYSICIAN«/^)
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to see how he trembles in every limb; kis ev'
Meets the far forest line,
will be made to call out, for the literary de tant to medicinal power and perfect cures, ia the and Graduate of the
In the
why it has universal control over all kinds
be unable to help himself, and was raising a sunk ; his teeth destroyed-his constitution
And this imperial domain—>
partment of lhe Miscellany, aH the talent to cause
NEW-HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL COLLEGE,
of wounds, etc.
large quantity of blood, when he commenced perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear bon' ny years
which we have just alluded, and we have no
This kingdom—all is mine.
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of who has made the study of Medicine his pro using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He Moftsiet
This bending heaven—these floating clouds— doubt that we have the sympathy of a large pain and extensive healing virtues without scar fession.
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. says, tc most inveterate case of Liver com. ' selves, i
portion of the public in believing, that with not a thing can equal it, and will be used by all.
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme- respecte
Waters that ever roll—
Energetic measures!
such resources, this work may be made as in
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on are of such a nature that they may be taken has promised me a more detailed account of his dies saved him.”
And wilderness of glory, bring
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his conslilutiin' . able am
teresting, as useful, and as highly worthy the earth for rapidly healing without scar and easing for any length of time by invalids of any age, case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
Their offerings to my soul.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison | .their fat
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
favor of an enlightened public, as any simi pain, and recommends its general use.
without injuring lhe system or exposing it to
with that comforter of the teeth and gumsDr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its rapid
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
lar one in the country.
■culiar in
My palace, built by God’s own hand,
take
cold.
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized MERCURY—and positively make l. man
The publishers take pleasure in announcing power to ease and heal, and embraces all the
The world’s fresh prime hath seen ;
BEWARE
OF
PEDLERS
!
!
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this b and fell«
wishes
oft
required.
with
a
violent
cough
which
continued
two
or
that Nathan Hale, Jr., Esq. has consented
The genuine article cannot be obtained of three months. My cough was so severe that 1 called curing. Shocking folly !
Wide stretch its living halls away,
(he tow
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
to take charge of the editorial department of
Let us now look at your “ purged” man-|fe# atives o
phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to them on any pretence whatever.
Pillared and roofed with green.
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
the work, a gentleman in whom they place the root of, and under the nails; without even
I NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
My music is the wind that new
the most implicit confidence, as being quali washing it off, applied this ointment, which stop NOR ALLOW THEM TO SELL MY MEDI flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread cf a career
Pours loud its swelling bars,
parallel
fied in every way to perform the labors inci ped the burning pain, and healed them free of
CINES !
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear
Aline
Now lulls in dying cadences,—
And all Bitters, put up in phials or small Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. and serene, his eye is full and sparkling will]
dent to such a station.
scar in a few days.
No pains or expense will be spared to make
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had a sole leg round bottles, purporting to be mine,
My festal lamps are stars.
He however loaned it to me till I could procure the feeling of new life and animation ; he his (he yea
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS.
the Miscellany worthy of the public patron for seven years—cured in a short tjme by it.
him another. I experienced immediate relief been confined a few days to his bed, hut he us of the t
Though when, in this my lone]ythome,
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until
As some áre base enough to fill the empty from it. The first opportunity I had I procured ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, «d ed no pi
age. Each number will contain a highly
My star-watched couch I press,
finished original steel engraving, for the exe he applied this, which cured at once.
bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive the more of it, and to the use of^it I ascribe the pres soon rose without any injury being sustained
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing monthsin i daughtf
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine unwary, and some have attempted an imita- ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
cution of which the most skillful and emi
I hear no fond 11 good night”—think not
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has both of
months.
Dec. 17, 1838.
tion
of
my
Bitters
in
papers,
nent
artists
in
this
country,
as
well
as
in
Eu

I am coinpanionless.
entirely recovered the attack : because his mostca
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years;
rope,
will
be
engaged.
Also
a
colored
plate
BE
CAREFUL
OF
WHOM
YOU
PURCOUNTERFEIT^.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
blood and fluids have become purified, and hay.
O no ! I see my father’s house,
after trying every thing, cured by few applica
of four
of the latest Paris and London Fashions, tions.
CHASE !
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ing purged away the old and impure fluids, tk
The hill, the tree, the stream,
obtained from the most authentic sources
In consequence of these attempts at impo- wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne almost
Every case here referred to happened in Al
And the looks and voices of my home,
abroad. The latter will lie accompanied by bany in about two months; and every person sition, I have been af great expense in having Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU down by useless particles, but has renewed bis the prie
Come gently to my dream,
life and body both.
such descriptions and suggestions, from a named can now be pointed out, and most are well new directions and wrappers, and in future INE.
(ion of
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
like source, as will make them, in the highest known. We have the certificates from them all. the Billers in papers will be done up in a
ffJ’The outside Yellow Label will have, on
In priv<
And in the solitary haunts,
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dailey’s different style. See that the envelope has on and after December 1839, in addition to that of Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
degree, intelligible and useful.
While slumbers every tree
Each number will also contain two or more Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only it my name in full, “ entered according to the Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and in viva«
corrupt humors of the blood; those humors ! graces
In night and silence, God himself,
pages of new and popular Music, for the cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor act of Congress, in the year 1840, by S. O. ler, one of his partners.
which cause disease—they impede the func
Piano Forte, Guitar, etc. which will be com leaves a scar.
Seems nearer unto me.
Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of * The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo tions of the liver when they settle upon that unrival!
Comstock &. Co., wholesale druggists, New
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to
posed or selected, and arranged expressly for
lhe
District
Court
of
Massachusetts
;
”
and
on
I feel his presence in these shades
organ, and which, when they settle upon the ‘ ents we
York, have become the sole wholesale agents for
the Miscellany, by Professor G. J. Webb of Mr. Dailey in America for twenty years. All the other side, “ Established in 1808, at South introduce spurious articles, which by partially muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the thejmj
Like the embracing air ;
assuming
the
name
of
the
genuine,
are
calcula

this city.
orders must be addressed to them, except for the Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro
and ad
And as my eyelids close in sleep,
In short, we may safely'’ promise to furnish cities of Albany and Troy.
setts.” The border around the inside direc these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary dace consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos when a
My heart is hushed in prayer.
the reading public, with a Literary Magazine,
For sale in Kennebunk by
tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa Balsam,” a Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr tiveness ; or, upon.the lining of the blood ves
den tur
no way inferior to any similar work in Eu
ALEXANDER WARREN,
per) is so curiously engraved that the words up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
August 21.
eoply
rope or America.
“ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and Excite«
A KIND WORD.
anume
In mechanical execution, New England
ters” present themselves in a thousand differ chasers should enquire for the true article by its all who behold them.
“ We little k now how light a thing
Yes, purging these humors from the body is escape
need not fear competition, to say the least,
May dry the tears of woe—
ent forms. As a copy right has been grant- ( whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
HE
HUMAN
HAIR.
—
Where
the
hair
the
true
cure
for
all
these
complaints,
and
eve

NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
from other parts of the country.
The Mis
The pittance slight, the one kind word,
ed me,
is observed to be growing thin, nothing
ry other form of disease ; this is no mers asser most se
With which we all can pari,
cellany will contain -forty-eight pages of
ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT and signatures of the genuine.
can
be
more
preposterous
than
the
use
of
oils,
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day f Profitir
May take the sting from poverty,
reading matter, and will lie printed on ele
is extending itself; far and wide it is becomino force st
grease,
or
any fatty matter. Their applica with according to law. The bottles are near Pulmonary Balsam.”
Or save a broken heart.”
gant paper from anew and beautiful type;
ly ready to be issued, in the same style.
(EFOne more Counterfeit, besides the known, and more and more appreciated.
tion
can
only
be
recommended
through
the
runawa
and a Specimen Number will be offered to
All Bitters prepared by me have a fac-sim- a American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
The cure by purging may more dep&nd Bpmade t
the public as early as the first of September grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall of ile of my signature on the outer envelope,
on
the
laws
which
produce
sweetness
or
puril?
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to
ANECDOTES, & c
différer
next. The work will be published on the the hair, by increasing the relaxation ot the
TO COUNTERFEIT WHICH IS FORGERY.
than
may
be
generally
imagined.
Whatever
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called
first of each month in every section of the skin. When there is a harsh, dry or con AS YOU VALUE HEALTH, BE CARE “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes tends to stagnate will produce sickness,because. their fe
tracted
skin,
and
where
the
small
blood
ves

A dandy in New Orleans, wishing for country, consequently each subscriber may
FUL !
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
None c
an excuse io speak to a beautiful lady in rest assured of receiving his or her copy, be- sels which carry nourishment to the bulb are
A liberal discount will be allowed on the Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled of constant exercise is seen.
Dupre
obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good,
When
constant
exercise
cannot
be
used
man
in
Bangor,
Me.
The
name
is
written
in
iore
its
contents
can
have
been
anticipated
sale.
the street with whom he was unacquainted,
but
the
as
they
tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they
FROM
ANY
CAUSE,
the
occasional
use
ol!
a
way
to
resemble
the
genuine
signature,
and
is
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the
drew his nice white cambric handkerchief from any other source.
are
of
no
avail.
There
must
be
a
stimulus,
,
high
0}
O
pening
M
edicine
is
ABSOLUTELY
required.
a
most
foul
attempt
to
deceive
the
public
and
Miscellany will be furnished al
doctor’s OFFICE, 15 HANOVER STREET,
from his pocket, as he approached her,
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fomtaij activity
Three Dollars per annum, and in no case to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and
BOSTON,
and inquired if she had not dropt it. The
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, of life, are kept free from those impurities as the
will there be any reduction. Payment always quicken the current of the blood.—Extract and in most Towns throughout the Newfrom Clirehugh's Treatise on the hair.
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, which would prevent its steady current minis
lady glanced at the handkerchief, nodded in advance.
England States.
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre suppre!
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara
assent, took it and marched on, leaving
0^ Price, 75 cents per bottle—50 cents Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat vented from becoming mixed with it. It ism- fulfillee
((/r’All communications addressed to the
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
tion
that
can
have
that
effect,
being
entirely
the exquisite to be laughed at by his com Publishers, post paid, will meet with im
per paper.
try merchants generally in New England, and in ture which is thus assisted through the mjj , intrust«
free from any oily substance. Its positive
mediate attention.
panion.
For sale by D. Remich, A. Warren, S. Jor the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided for herself.
qualities are as follows :
surrour
Orj^Any communication to the Editor may
1st—For infants, keeping the head free dan—in Kennebunk-port, by Oliver Bourn. and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York despen
For sale by
May
1, 1841.
eop6m.
The lady of a house not long since, be forwarded to the same address.
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 2» ceived
from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
BRADBURY & SODEN,
DANIEL REMICH.
roguishly asked a honey pedlar what his
Bowery, between Prince and Houston its.
of hair.
No. 10 School Street, Boston.
long en
September
4,
1840.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
sweet commodity was made of. The son
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring
Commissioners’ Notice.
August 28.
3w
Baltimore,
80
South
Charles
Street.
France
the
skin
to
its
natural
strength
and
firmness,
of steady habits informed her that “ (want
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat
E having been appointed by the Judge
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Goven
and preventing the falling out of the hair.
m de at all, but drawn from Connecticut
ed
Rheumatic
and
Strengthening
Plas

Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
of Probate, for the county of York,
»rugs, Medicines, <&c.
3d—For any person recovering from any
Bouille
ter.
—
These
plasters
have
been
used
through

Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
to receive and examine the claims of the sev
DR. E. C. DREW
debility the same effect is produced.
i
after ri
out the greatest part of Europe and have been
Cincinnati,
119
Main
street.
eral
creditors
of
AS just received, and offers for sale, la
4th—If used in infancy till a good growth
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
found to be far more efficacious than any
recomi
;ean Paul beautifully observes—cc Love
JOTHAM
STORER,
good assortment of
is started, it may be preserved by attention to whose estate is represented insolvent, give other plaster ever offered to the public for the
-Si. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
daughl
on. human being purely and warmly, and
the latest period of life.
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
notice that six months from the seventh day following complaints, viz : Pain in the side,
care ol
you will love all. The heart in this heav
5th
—
It
frees
the
head
from
dandruff,
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN—
of June current, are allowed to said creditors lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu
en. like the wandering sun, sees nothing,
The
strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig to bring in and prove their claims ; and we matism, &c. &c.
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
APOTHECARIES ’ SHOPS.

Dailey's Magical Pain Extractor.
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D

will attend to that service at the store of
George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the
first Tuesday in August next, and the first
Tuesday in December next, from ten to four
o’clock each day.
AMOS F. HOWARD,? o
CALEB S. EMERY, (Cum^isrs,
Sanford, June 17, 1841.

Price 25 cents each.
0/F How to be secure from Counterfeit Pill
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
Never purchase without being positively sw
spread and need only be applied to the part
that the person selling has an Engraved ce
affected.

H

from the dew-drop to the ocean, but "a
mirror which it warms and fills.”

our to the circulation, and prevents lhe hair
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF —
from changing colour or getting gray.
PAINTS AND OIL.
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully
(tz’A share of public patronage is respect
when done up in it over night.
Yankeeism. “ Aunt Tabitha’s oldest fully solicited.
OlZ^No ladies’ toilet should ever be made
Kennebunk-port, July 5.
tf
boy/’ said a delineator of yankee charac
without it.
ter, “• is awfully ugly—his face is so ugly
7th—Children who have by any means con
Eastern Stage House,
that the doctor said if it should happen
tracted vermin in the head, are immediately
No. 84 Ann Street, Poston, Mass.
to strike inwardly it would sartainly kill
and perfectly cured of them by its use. It is
PipHE subscriber, having taken the above infallible.
him!"
-1- house, is now prepare«! to accommodate
A CASE IN POINT.—I had unfortunate
One’s own home is the best home, such as may favor him with a call ; Joseph ly lost nearly all the hair from the top of my
E. Robinson, former keeper of the Mansion
though never so small. Every thing one House, Portsmouth, being in attendance as head, when I commenced the use of the
Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of
eats at home is so sweet. He who lives superintendent of the establishment.
at another man’s table is often obliged to
The stables and yard are as convenient as two bottles, had my head covered with a fine
growth of hair. There can be no mistake in
wrong his palate.
can be found in the city.
the matter, as any of my friends can see by
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
calling on me. I had also become quite gray,
Boston, Aug. 14.
tf
The worthiest people (says Swift) are
but had the gray hairs plucked out, and it has
the most injured by slander ; as we usual
grown in, as the Balm says, of the natural
Bevised
Statutes
Maine
—
ly find that to be the best fruit which the
colour. If any body doubts these facts, let
1841 a
them call upon me and see. 1 bought the
birds have been picking at.
FRESH supply—just received.
Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street.
— ALSO —
A. R1NDGE.
‘ Sir,’ said Lord C------- to the Rev. Sid
Maine Justice ;
No. 19 Coenties Slip, Agent of Detroit
ney Smith, ‘ do you think Parliament will
Civil Officer, and
Line. New-York, Nov. 9.
be dissolved]’ ‘ Dissolved, my lord ! it
Town Officer.
D. REMICH.
A young gentleman of 388 South Market-,
must be, if this weather continues much
Kennebunk, Aug. 14.
tf
st., Albany, had very coarse, stiff, and straight
longer.’
hair, all of which he lost by its falling out.
~ Coffee.
He has used 2 bottles of Balm of Columbia
LBS- PRIME COFFEE for sale from Comstock & Co., and now has a full
A Spanish poet carries, ‘ the poetry of
by
J CURT1S & Co<
Heaven’ to its highest possible sublimity
flowing crop of very long, fine hair, which
Kennebunk, Aug. 14.
tf
curls most beautifully 1 His father, who is
when he calls a star ‘ a burning doubloon
one of the most respectable citizens of that
of the celestial bank.”
Salt.
city, is referred to for the fact.
Q/1 HHDS. Lisbon Salt, suitable for saltA western editor wants to know whether
OT’THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel
ing hay, just received and tor sale
the laws recently enacted against carrying by
phia has certified under seal of the city to
JAMES LORD.
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
the character of several divines, physicians,
concealed weapons, apply to doctors who
and gentlemen of high standing who declare
carry their pills in their pockets.
namelled visiting cards— positively under their own hands (all of
plain and embossed.
which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
There is a man in Richmond who makes
For sale by
D. REMICH.
of Columbia is not only a certain preserv
artificial eyes with lanterns inside of them
Kennebunk, April 10, 1841.
ative, but positively a restorative of the human
to be used in dark nights. So says the
hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall
Porto ESico isolates;
Corporal.
dispute, or who go bald ?
F superior quality—just received by
BEWARE ’ 1—Some counterfeiters have
Niagara Falls, once a famous place of
J. CURTIS & Co.
attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
be purchased or used unless it have the name
fashionable resort, have of late years been
of Comslock
Co. on a splendid wrapper.
constantly running down.
Rfiown Salt.
1 his is the only external test that will secure
SACKS BLOWN SALT—for sale the public from deception.
What vessel is made unto dishonor ? O W by
J. CURTIS & Co.
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
The rum-jug.
Kennebunk, June 18,1841,
September 26,1840.
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Schooner Nile.
THE new packet schooner
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master,
having superior accommodations
for passengers, will sail from
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
— AND FROM —

Dr. SEARS’ Pulmonary Cough Drops, or
Grand Health Restorative, is unquestionably
the best medicine ever offered to the public
for the cure of the following complaints, (as
it seldom fails if seasonably administered,)
viz : Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of
Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart,
and all other affections of the Lungs arising
from colds.
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each
Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together
with Certificates of cures, tec.

BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
every week, during the present season, wind
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
tended to. For sale, also, by lhe following
Wotice.
Agents :—Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
HE subscriber having contracted with ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
the town of Wells for the support of L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
the poor of said town, for one year commen

Littlefield
and Geo. E. Baker ; York, J.
cing in September last, and having made am Brooks and George M. Freeman,
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids
August 21,1840.
eply
all persons harboring or trusting them on his
account or on account of the town, as he will
Joh Printing.
pay no bills for their support.
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his
ENOCH GOODALE.
attention almost exclusively to Job
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
Printing. Having a great variety of
JOB & ORNAMENTAL TYPE,
Settle up. Account^
&c. & c.
ITH the subscriber, who contemplates he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets,
discontinuing his business in, and Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short
moving from, this town ;—therefore, all notice
per and in the neatest manner. Orders
sons who have accounts with him, are res are respectfully solicited.
pectfully requested to call and make immedi
JAMES K. REMICH.
ate payment or settlement.
Kennebunk, July 17,
tt
ENOCH COUSENS.
Kennebunk, July 7.
tf
Silver _ Pencil Cases.
LOT of Silver Pencil Cases,—variety of
. .Ivory Goodwin
patterns—at very low prices,—this day
irNTENDS keeping a Stand, during the
received and for sale by
D. REMICH,
X present season, for the sale of
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf

T

T

W

A

FRESH FISH.
—ALSO—
CORNED, PICKLED & DRY FISH,
where those wishing to purchase can be ac
commodated.

Kennebunk-Landing, May 20,1841.

Innseed Oil.

the ch
the pu
turn tc
rimoni
tificate of Agency, and ITFobservo it has bee:
membi
renewed ; no Certificate being any guaranty
intenti
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by II
holder are genuine.
view e
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplie
and h
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelli^ I
them 1
Agent in Maine— or by ordering from »'
Govei
Principal New England Office,
19 Hanover St.j 19—BOSTON.
fil the
Findin
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
or twe
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
nation
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
range«
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
enter
Berwick, S. J. S. T. Cushing.
Buxton, H. McKenney.
sister
“
J. C. Lewis.
St. Cj
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
ing fo
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
broth*
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
for Fi
Lebanon, James Brackett.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
reach
Limerick, John Sanborn.
unkne
Limington, Winburn Adams.
which
Limington, E. Henry Small.
regar
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Kewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
Dupr*
“
S. C. Adams.
indiv i
Parsonsfield, F. & E. H. Newbeginsome
a
William Stackpole.
i(
John Morrill.
andh
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
of th«
“ . Howard & Kendall.
to we
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
great
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
“-his
“
George Littlefield.
Aline
u
Joseph Wilson.
whicl
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
detai
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
friene
York, Edward Chase.
“
11

Alexander Dennett.
G. M. Freeman.

,, n

B. BRANDRETH,M.V
241 Broad way, N. Y.

May, 1839.

Room Paper.

T’ CASE more of low priced ROOM Pl
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH e& PERS, just received and this day ope^
LINSEED OIL, first quality, at Bos ed—embracing a great variety of
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.For sale by
D. REMIGH’

F

Kennebunk, May 27,1841.

Kennebunk, June 8,184L
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